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Útdráttur
Umræðan um klám hefur hingað til einblínt á "áhrif" kláms. Þetta hefur 

leitt til rannsóknarorðræðu þar sem að klám er skilgreint sem annaðhvort/eða 
hugtak. Þessi nálgun hefur framkallað ósamrýmanlegar niðurstöður. Nálgun 
sem að skoðar klám sem uppsprettu þekkingar gæti kallað fram blæbrigðaríkari 
niðurstöður. Eigindleg viðtöl voru tekin við ellefu íslenska karlmenn. Með 
aðferðafræðilegri %ölhyggju að leiðarljósi voru viðtölin kóðuð og greind.

Gögnin gefa til kynna að normalísering á klámnotkun meðal karlmanna 
he%ist í barnæsku og á unglingsárum og skapi þekkingu um kynlíf og karlmenn-
sku í vinahóp karlmanna þar sem niðurlægingar innan hópsins og sterk hefð 
fyrir táknrænum arfi klámfengis efnis gerir klám að táknmynd karlmannlegrar 
vináttu. Snemmbúin normalísering gæti útskýrt af hverju sumir karlmenn 
samþykkja þekkinguna sem klám útvegar þeim um kynferði og kyn, jafnvel þe-
gar raunveruleikinn sjálfur þjónar hlutverki andþekkingar. Afneitun andþekkin-
gar við klámi gæti einnig verið af pólitískum hvata þess sem kallað er kynverald-
leg "jálshy#ja (sexular liberalism). Neytendur geta verið gagnrýnir á klám, en 
gagnrýnin er alltaf í samfloti með tilfinningu af kynbundnum forréttindum sem 
er sjást í gegnum ýmsar afsakanir. Mögulegt er að kynbundin forréttindi taki á 
sig form hjálpfýsi (bystander effect) þegar kemur að mögulega skaðlegum áhri-
fum kláms.
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Abstract
Debates on pornography have traditionally focused on the ‘effects’ of por-

nography. This has resulted in a research discourse in which pornography has 
been defined in either/or terms and in which research results have been incon-
sistent. It is suggested that an approach that focuses on pornography as a 
source of knowledge may produce more nuanced results. Qualitative interviews 
were conducted with eleven Icelandic men. Interviews were coded and ana-
lyzed using a methodological pluralist approach.

The data indicates that normalization of pornography consumption among 
men usually starts in childhood and adolescence, when it creates knowledge of 
sex and masculinity in homosocial settings in which acts of in-group humilia-
tion and the highly ritualized symbolic patrilineal inheritance of pornographic 
material render pornography a signifier of male bonding. Early normalization 
may help to explain why some men accept as their reality the explicit knowl-
edge pornography provides about sexuality and gender, even when reality itself 
acts as a form of counterknowledge. Rejection of counterknowledge to pornog-
raphy may also be politically motivated by what is termed sexular liberalism. 
Consumers may be critical towards pornography, but criticism is bound up 
with a sense of gendered privilege expressed through different excuses. It is 
suggested that gendered privilege takes on the form of a bystander effect in 
relation to the possible harms of pornography.
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Introduction

Few questions have been as divisive within feminist academia as questions relating to the 

concept of pornography. What is pornography? Is pornography violence against women 

or a potential platform for their sexual liberation? Should we censor pornography for the 

good of women, or will it just be inviting the state to regulate women’s sexual practices? 

These are just a few of the questions that have divided feminist academia for decades. 

But no one question has sparked academic controversy in quite the same way as the ques-

tion pertaining to pornography’s effects. What does pornography do? Indeed, in a society 

that exhibits epidemic levels of sexual violence (Guðrún Jónsdóttir & Anna Þóra 

Kristinsdóttir, 2012); in which a majority of young males engage regularly with main-

stream pornographic material (Margrét Lilja Guðmundsdóttir et al., 2010), material in 

which women are mostly portrayed as being eagerly submissive to the sexual will of men 

(Jensen, 2007), “it is not surprising that researchers and activists have tried to answer the 

question as to whether there is a connection between men’s use of pornography and sex-

ual violence” (Jensen, 2004: 1). Such a direct connection has never been established 

(Fisher & Grenier, 1994; Gauntlett, 1998; Segal, 1998; Jensen, 2004). Even so, some Euro-

pean governments have considered the possibility of restricting online access to pornog-

raphy. In Iceland, the former interior minister proposed a national filter on certain types 

of online pornography (Topping, 2013), and Britain’s David Cameron recently managed to 

actually push through legislation designed to stop the “corroding influence” of online 

pornography (Watt & Arthur, 2013). Speaking as a self-identified radical feminist on the 

libertarian left, it goes without saying that governmental initiatives to introduce any kind 
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of censorship should be viewed with skepticism. But it also goes without saying that a 

world-wide industry that profits from the sexual objectification of women’s bodies should 

not be allowed to hide behind the cloak of “free speech”. In other words, the time is ripe 

for a more considered approach to the question of pornography’s role in men’s lives and 

its function in a patriarchal society.

When it comes to the debate on pornography in Iceland, the one thing that gets 

repeated over and over is the expression ‘áhrif kláms’ or ‘the effect of porn’ (e.g. Guðbjörg 

Hildur Kolbeins, 2003; Una Sighvatsdóttir, 2012; Velferðarráðuneytid, 2012; Stefán Ingi 

Stefánsson, 2012; Sunna Ósk Logadóttir, 2013). We have become accustomed to speaking 

critically about pornography in terms of the effect it has on those who watch it. And let 

us be clear. Pornography does have an effect on those who watch it. Even though the so-

cial sciences have not been able to quantify the effects of pornography in any consistent 

way (e.g. Fisher & Grenier, 1994; Segal, 1998), the trend of blatantly denying that repre-

sentation has no effect at all on real-life interactions is, in the words of Hardy (2004), 

both “complacent and even irresponsible” (16). But the debate about effect can turn into 

an effects-based discourse in which pornography becomes a generic mass with prescribed 

effects on a homogenous male population to whom “Pornography is the theory, and rape 

the practice” (Morgan, 1977: 169).

Consequently, rather than trying to map out quantifiable effects of pornography on 

men, I am instead interested in finding out what knowledge men gain from watching 

pornography, and how they interpret and apply that knowledge in a socially constructed 

reality of what it means to be a man. This will be discussed more thoroughly in chapter 

one. In chapter two, I will address men’s experiences with pornography in childhood and 

adolescence, and examine the ways in which pornography might function as a significant 

social factor in early formations of manhood. Subsequently, I wish to focus my attention 

on how this interplay between pornography and masculinity may form a basis for how 

men engage with pornography in adulthood. Here I want to examine the role of men’s 

knowledge (or lack thereof), their politics and their personal values in how they engage 

with pornography. Here three theories will emerge. The first is described in chapter three 

and pertains to how some pornography consumers’ lack of counterknowledge in relation 

to pornography blurs the line between pornography and reality. The second theory is de-

scribed in chapter four as sexular liberalism: a mainstream sexual politics that motivates 
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some pornography consumers to reject critical counterknowledges to the pornographic. 

Finally, in chapter five, it is suggested that for the consumers who do espouse a critical 

attitude towards pornography criticism is often bound up with a sense of gendered privi-

lege.

My hope is that this move away from an effects-based discourse in research towards 

a discourse based in knowledge may yield more fruitful and nuanced results about por-

nography’s role in men’s lives and patriarchal culture, which I in turn hope might inspire 

more knowledge and education-based policy-making when it comes to matters of sex.
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1. Pornography as Knowledge

Of course the effect of pornography may take on different meanings depending on con-

text, but insofar as we define it as any change in one’s way of thinking or one’s behavior – 

be it momentary or long-term – resulting from the engagement with any kind of pornog-

raphy, then we cannot deny pornography’s effects. If we were to do that, we might as well 

deny the effects of, say, advertising. As pointed out by Hayko (2010), exactly because 

most accusations against the advertising industry relate to psychological effects, “it is dif-

ficult to test or prove these accusations” (82). However, that does not change the fact that 

in a capitalist consumer culture “it is important to take into consideration the ways  [in 

which advertising] may affect us” (ibid). In other words, in spite of the lack of consistent 

quantitative research proving exactly how certain advertisements make people buy cer-

tain products, the effects of advertising are not in question. Conversely, when it comes to 

pornography, there is no other form of media whose effects are so continuously denied or 

continuously exaggerated depending on what political stakes one has in the topic. But 

just as we have to recognize that we live in a consumer culture in which advertisements 

have effects, so too must we come to terms with the fact that we live in a patriarchal so-

ciety in which pornography has effects.

People know what they  do; frequently  they  know why 
they  do what they  do; but what they don't know is what 
what they do does.

(Foucault, 1972: 575)

Real knowledge is to know the extent of  one's ignorance.

(Confucius)
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So the question is not whether or not pornography has effects. It does. But we need 

to make a distinction between effects themselves and an effects-based discourse within 

research on pornography. The problem with the discourse of effect in which pornography 

research has been immersed for well over three decades, is that it has been oversimplified 

into a cause-and-effect model that has not been able to produce any consistent results. 

However, what I wish to do is not just to expand and add nuance to the discourse of ef-

fect, but also to substitute it for a discourse of knowledge. Again, this is not to say that 

pornography does not have effects, but that the discourse of effect oversimplifies the re-

lationship between pornography and the pornography consumer. In an effects-model, the 

consumer is turned into a malleable object, and pornography itself becomes a subject 

with the power to affect. In a discourse on knowledge, pornography is the object, and like 

all other objects it provides an impression or a certain kind of information (what we here 

call knowledge) to which the knowing subject can apply or not apply a critical attitude, 

and in the process hereof interpret the knowledge provided, based on the social and cul-

tural situation of the knowledge he already possesses. In this way, pornography enters a 

process of producing knowledge in the individual consumer in a way that is conditioned 

by social, economic, historical, cultural, and gendered contexts. Rather than thinking 

about pornography as something that has specific and quantifiable effects on the viewer, 

I want to suggest that the viewing subject is first and foremost a vessel for knowledge 

that may be informed in a myriad of ways by the pornographic object, depending on indi-

vidual context.

Thus, rather than thinking of pornographic content as something that makes view-

ers behave a certain way, we should instead ask how viewers make sense of pornography 

as gendered beings in a patriarchal culture, and how the knowledge they take with them 

from pornography might be reflected in their norms and attitudes. In this way the con-

tent and culture of pornography can and should be treated like any other form of knowl-

edge. Thinking about pornography as a creator of knowledge does not only allows us to 

differentiate between different types of pornographies. It also allows us to think about 

consumers as individuals with the potential power to acquire new knowledge, be ethical 

and engage critically with pornography, rather than being slaves to its effects.
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1.1 Examples of Actual Effects

To be sure, there are some direct effects of pornography that do not fit very well 

into a knowledge-paradigm. For one, most pornography is produced with the sole pur-

pose of providing sexual arousal. Surely some people are not sexually aroused by most or 

all pornography, but we cannot deny that sexual arousal is a definite effect of pornogra-

phy for many a consumer. And while arousal may to a certain extent be conditioned by 

knowledge, the biological factor in pure physical arousal is just too powerful to be inter-

preted solely within a discourse on knowledge.

Another effect is plain physiological desensitization to pornography. In the litera-

ture, desensitization broadly speaking refers to continuous and exaggerated use of por-

nography followed by diminished sexual or emotional responsiveness to the material. 

This is so often reported by consumers (e.g. Paul, 2005) that we cannot turn a blind eye 

to it. Two of my own participants also reports it as a direct consequence of their pornog-

raphy habits. For instance, my participant Oddur explains that:

during the days [when I watch porn] I feel  like it’s always getting somewhat 
more and more aggressive [...] First time it’s enough to just -- I don’t know, to 
just look at some girl or something -- eh -- like this casting or something -- it’s 
not so nasty. And then it becomes like two girls and a guy, two guys and a girl, 
and then -- I mean -- I feel wrong saying this, but [...] it always gets a little bit 
worse and worse.

For Hjörtur, it is hard to remember a time in his life when pornography was not a 

huge problem. He was 13 years old when the internet provided him with the first oppor-

tunity to watch pornography. It was a profound experience for him. In his words:

I was the highest I have ever been in my whole life. I was so excited that every-
thing I had imagined in my head was being done in pictures, in videos -- for free; 
and I can have as much as I want. I was like a kid in a candy store.

However, it did not take long for Hjörtur’s high to subside. In the beginning it took 

him a very short time to find something that would turn him on, but one day he found 

himself in the habit of never wanting to use the same material twice when he was mas-

turbating. This was the beginning of a slippery slope towards greater and greater desensi-

tization in Hjörtur:
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So I always try to find something new. Either that means a new site, finding 
updates from an old site, or expanding my tastes. It basically means that over 
the years, sort of the aggressiveness, the nudity and the violence -- all increased. 
So in the beginning it was just sort of consensual, everyone with their clothes 
on, everyone sort of joking around and playing with bondage, and later on it 
would be like scenes from movies where there is rape -- unconsensual [sic] 
bondage and -- I did not feel happy.

Put differently, desensitization to pornographic material is a very real experience for 

some men, and something which me might readily call an ‘effect’. The problem, however, 

is that a concept like desensitization may expand within the overall discourse on effects, 

take on its static and immovable form and eventually become what we know from the 

literature as pornography addiction, defined here in brief as behavior that remains persis-

tent despite knowledge of adverse consequences, that is, diminished control over the be-

havior (Grant et al., 2010).

While the neurological theories behind the desensitization process are quite com-

pelling (e.g. Doidge, 2003), it is an extremely big leap to assume that desensitization is 

the same as addiction. The process by which these terms become one and the same is ar-

guably based in the discourse on effects. If a process like desensitization to pornographic 

material were instead based in a discourse on knowledge, we might reach the conclusion 

that what we call addiction is simply a behavior based on attitudes, personal norms and 

knowledge; or as professor of psychiatry Thomas Szasz (in Steibel, 1996) puts it, “Behav-

ior is not caused; it has reasons.” In other words, pornography does not make people ad-

dicted. Pornography is a tool, an inanimate object, and inanimate objects cannot cause 

addiction (Schaler in Steibel, 1996). When people decide to use pornography, it makes 

people feel a certain way, which they then decide to recreate. Sometimes they decide to 

recreate this feeling in spite of feelings like desensitization, shame, or guilt because these 

negative feelings are overridden by positive feelings of arousal. In the words of Szasz (in 

Steibel, 1996), “Addiction is not a descriptive term, it is a stigmatizing term which is cul-

turally conditioned.” Thus, the concept of addiction does not reflect a property of por-

nography, but a property of our culture, in this instance a property of the discourse on 

effects in which pornography rather than the pornography consumer is turned into a 

knowing subject that can affect things.
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1.2 Effects, Pornography and Feminism

The discourse on effects is not unique to Iceland. Until relatively recently research 

done on pornography has been mostly preoccupied with linking pornography consump-

tion to psychological and social harms. Existing quantitative research on pornography has 

traditionally preoccupied itself with finding a link between pornography and sexual vio-

lence, consumers’ trivialization of sexual violence, consumers’ belief in rape myths, and 

their relative acceptance of violence against women (e.g. Malamuth, 1985; Linz, Demare, 

Briere & Lips, 1988; Donnerstein & Penrod, 1988; Zillmann & Bryant, 1989; Bryant & 

Zillman, 2001; Stock, 2004; Manning, 2006; Hald & Malamuth, 2007). The overall prem-

ise of this research has been formulated in very simple terms: Does or does pornography 

not have a negative effect on its viewers?

The first immediate problem with this kind of research is that most of it was con-

ducted more than three decades ago, but is today cited in a time in which we have seen 

the emergence of more progressive and even feminist attempts at creating pornography, 

“some of it seeking audiences beyond the traditional straight male market and taking as 

its starting point the desire to reconcile the sexually explicit with radical politics” (Att-

wood, 2002: 98). Accordingly, the consequence of citing this fairly large body of quantita-

tive effects-based research is that one inadvertently ends up contributing to an effects-

discourse in which all pornography becomes the same.

But research on the effects of pornography not only homogenizes pornography and 

gives it a fixed meaning; it also lumps viewers together into a single or just a few groups 

on which pornography has just one or a few fixed overall effects. This is to ignore the fact 

that people – depending on their specific socio-economic and cultural circumstances – 

relate to different kinds of pornography in a myriad of different ways.

It is perhaps exactly because of the complicated nature of pornography and pornog-

raphy consumption that quantitative research on the effects of pornography has tradi-

tionally been very inconsistent. For example, in two studies by Intens-Peterson et al. 

(1989) and Malamuth & Check (1981), it was claimed that men’s exposure to violent por-

nography increased their acceptance of rape myths. However, in a study by Linz, Don-

nerstein, & Penrod (1988) the exact opposite results were produced. Malamuth & Ceniti 
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(1986) later showed that exposure to pornography had no effect on men’s self-reported 

likelihood of rape, yet in another study by Check & Guloien (1989) it came out that por-

nography had plenty of effect in that regard. Donnerstein & Berkowitz (1981) also showed 

that exposure to sexually violent material increased men’s aggression towards women, yet 

in Malamuth & Ceniti (1986) sexually violent material had no effect on men’s increased 

aggression towards women whatsoever. In this way, in the words of Segal (1998), “incon-

sistency is the only consistency to emerge from empirical research which ignores both 

the semiotic and the social context of images of sexual explicitness” (98).

The reason for this simplified cause-and-effect approach in research on pornogra-

phy is arguably that the political climate informing this research was cast in equally sim-

plified either/or terms through a political split in the feminist movement, which was 

most pronounced in the late 70s through the 80s and into the beginning of the 90s 

(Hardy, 2004) and which still haunts the feminist movement to this day (Cadwalladr, 

2013). In this split – or what has been aptly named ‘The Feminist Sex Wars’ – feminists 

experienced (and continue to experience) a split in their movement between what I in 

the following will refer to as anti-pornography feminists and sex-radical feminists. De-

pending on who is writing, these two opposing camps may also be called radical cultural 

vs. radical libertarian feminists (Tong, 1998) or radical vs. libertarian feminists (Ferguson 

et al., 1984), the latter of which also goes by the somewhat biased description sex-positive 

or pro-sex feminists (Glick, 2000) – as if the opposing side of the debate was decidedly 

anti-sex.

Obviously a sophisticated outline of the irreconcilabilities between the opposing 

camps in the Feminist Sex Wars deserves much more space than I can afford to give it 

here, but a brief outline might look something like this:

Anti-pornography feminists have traditionally held the view that in a patriarchal 

society, the sexual objectification of women is a tool for male domination (e.g. Dworkin, 

1981a), which is expressed most clearly through sadomasochism (Linden et al., 1982)  de-

fined as “masculinity as sadistic control over women and femininity as submission to the 

male will” (Ferguson et al., 1984: 108). Anti-pornography feminism has shifted its focus 

away from sadomasochism in recent years, and has relied instead on criticizing the poli-

tics, content and production conditions of the mainstream pornography industry, espe-
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cially the gonzo genre (Whisnant & Stark, 2004; Jensen, 2007; Dines, 2010). Within anti-

pornography feminism, pornography is most often defined as the “material that combines 

sex and/or the exposure of genitals with abuse or degradation in a manner that appears to 

endorse, condone, or encourage such behavior” (Russell, 1993a: 3), whereas erotica is 

“arousing material free of sexism, racism, and homophobia” (3).

Conversely, for sex-radical feminists women’s sexuality has traditionally been re-

pressed by patriarchal culture (Tong, 1998). Patriarchal discourses and institutions have 

divided sexualities into what they consider ‘normal’ and ‘deviant’ sexualities (Rubin, 1984), 

thereby “institutionalizing sexual repression and creating a hierarchy of social power and 

sexual identities” (Ferguson et al., 1984: 109). Accordingly, from a sex-radical point of 

view, attempts at defining pornography are usually met with criticism (e.g. Royalle, 2000). 

Most sex-radical feminists agree, however, that mainstream pornography is “not uni-

formly sex-positive” (Califia, 2000: 109)  and can be deeply reactionary (Willis, 1983) pre-

cisely because it “obviously embodies the most outrageously sexist (often also racist) im-

agery” (Segal, 2003: 97).

In situating myself within the feminist debates on pornography, I want to suggest 

that while it is worthwhile reflecting critically and (dare I add)  radically on pornographic 

content, it is entirely possible to do so without falling into black/white approaches. 

Firstly, we can acknowledge the fact that most immediately available pornography is pro-

duced mainly by men in an industry that works on capitalist principles, and as such capi-

talizes on hetero-patriarchal fantasies of male sexual supremacy and female subordina-

tion. Secondly, we can acknowledge the efforts on the part of feminist allies to expropri-

ate the concept of pornography and produce images that reflect a radical feminist politics 

and offer a public sexual space for underrepresented sexual minorities. The simple act of 

recognizing that different kinds of pornographies mean different things to different peo-

ple can generate important nuances within a feminist critique of pornography.

Here some might argue that Diana Russell (1993a) already made this distinction 

when she defined pornography in opposition to harmless erotica. Arguably, Russell’s defi-

nition of pornography has so far been the underlying definition of pornography within 

the anti-pornography movement. She defines pornography as “material that combines sex 

and/or the exposure of genitals with abuse or degradation in a manner that appears to 
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endorse, condone, or encourage such behavior” (3), and erotica as “sexually suggestive or 

arousing material that is free of sexism, racism, or homophobia, and respectful of all hu-

man beings and animals portrayed” (ibid).

The main problem with Russell’s definition is that it is suspended in time. It ignores 

the fact that pornography has not always looked the same, and there is a big difference 

between pornographies spanning different cultures and time periods. More importantly, 

it creates an anti-pornography feminist monopoly on what pornography is by largely ex-

cluding the efforts of producers like Mia Engberg, Candida Royalle, Tristan Taormino, 

Madison Young, Shine Louise Hamilton, Jincey Lumpkin, Ovidie, etc., who want to pro-

duce uncompromisingly sexually explicit material that strives to remain free of sexism, 

racism, and homophobia. While some may argue that the work of these producers could 

more fittingly be described as erotica (vis-à-vis Russell’s definition), these self-proclaimed 

feminist producers do, in fact, describe their work as pornographic. This is not to say 

that there should not be room for people with different political stakes to have different 

definitions of pornography. But it is important to keep in mind that “our definitions can 

determine in advance what we will find and what we’ll ignore, [which] in turn affects the 

political orientation of our research and determines the constituencies to whom we make 

ourselves intelligible and accountable” (Purcell, 2009).

Consider for example one particular reaction to the news of a forthcoming aca-

demic journal entitled Porn Studies. Along with a group of other scholars, the aforemen-

tioned producer Tristan Taormino is on the editorial board of Porn Studies. In an inter-

view with the Guardian, anti-pornography feminist and activist Gail Dines was asked to 

comment on the editors responsible for the new journal. Dines asserted that “They are 

cheerleaders for the industry. And to offer themselves as these neutral authorities is just 

laughable ... There's a pornographer on [the editorial board], for God's sake [i.e. Tristan 

Taormino]” (Cadwalladr, 2013). While the pornography of Tristan Taormino can be criti-

cized on a number of points, it is simply incorrect to insinuate, as Dines does here, that it 

is no better than that of the worst producers in the industry. To do so is to leave no room 

for expropriation of the term pornography outside its definition as scripted abuse and 

degradation. As such, any definition of pornography that is formulated in strict ahistori-

cal terms may determine in advance what people think they know about pornography.
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On the other hand, however, sex-radical feminists’ tendency to refuse to accept any 

kind of working definition of pornography ignores the fact that “the representational 

forms and practices [anti-pornography feminists] criticize and ... define have a substan-

tive presence” (ibid). In this way, always rejecting any definition of the pornographic and 

relying on a whatever-floats-your-boat discourse in relation to sexual representation 

(more on this in chapter four) is no better than relying on a strict and ahistorical defini-

tion of what pornography is.

We must also always be aware that the hurry to imagine a utopian feminist pornog-

raphy can be a way to avoid contemplating the nature of the actual pornography that 

makes up the bulk of all immediately available sexually explicit material. And we must 

never forget that self-proclaimed feminist pornography is still created within the confines 

of a patriarchal society, and as such, efforts to create equality-based sexual imagery 

merely “paves the way for new power relationships” (Foucault, 1994: 283-284) that must 

be constantly questioned and challenged.

This, however, does not mean that we can allow ourselves to accuse feminist allies 

of collaborating with the enemy or suffering from a false consciousness because they 

want to produce feminist pornography. Both sides of the feminist sex wars work within 

the confines of a patriarchal society. No one side can ever lay claim to being free of its 

influence (says the straight white male researcher). Within the confines of patriarchy we 

can only ever engage in prefigurative politics and try to form and sustain within the live 

practice of the feminist movement a political form that “prefigures” and embodies the 

society we want to create (Breines, 1989). Attempting to create a feminist pornography is 

to engage in a prefigurative feminist politics that recognizes the importance of a public 

sexual discourse that may seek to undermine the discourse of male supremacy within the 

realm of sex. However, these attempts cannot stand alone, and I hope that future re-

search on pornography will continue to engage critically with sex-radical efforts to create 

feminist pornographies, without falling into strict and ahistorical definitions of what 

pornography is and what it is not.

I only mention this to situate myself within the feminist debate on pornography. 

My own research does not deal with feminist and/or queer pornographies, but with main-

stream pornography and how viewers relate to it. Thus, from hereon out, whenever I use 
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the term pornography, it is to refer to mainstream pornography, that is, the most imme-

diately available material – that which is produced for profit, and is heterosexual, mass 

marketed, and male-targeted. This focus on mainstream pornography also informs the 

language I use to describe it. For example, when using the phrase ‘sexual humiliation’ or 

‘sexual degradation’, it is not to refer to the filming of a consensual and pre-negotiated 

session of gender-reciprocal power play. It is to refer to when power dynamics in the film-

ing of sexual acts stop being reciprocal and start being unilateral, when women are shown 

to be essentially and consistently sexually subordinate to men, when power play stops be-

ing mere play and starts being a display of the institutionalized sexual power men have as 

a group over women as a group.

1.3 A Knowledge-Based Discourse

In short, a political climate that treats pornography as an either/or issue is likely to 

produce research that casts it in equally black/white terms, hence the cause-effect ap-

proach in much quantitative research. The main problem with focusing on effects is that 

one so easily slips into an effects-based discourse. Let us imagine for a moment that we 

were to apply the same effects-discourse to literature that is usually applied to pornogra-

phy. We would then for example claim that if you read Hitler’s Mein Kampf, you are 

probably on your way to becoming a Nazi. While that is of course not a possibility we can 

rule out entirely, most would agree that practically every progressive person in the west-

ern hemisphere reading Mein Kampf in this day and age would readily dismiss it as the 

work of a mad man (and a bad writer I might add). The reason we would dismiss it is be-

cause we have the benefit of hindsight; we know what Nazism was, what it did, and that 

we do not ever want it to come back. This is the acquired knowledge with which we read 

such a book. However, there once was a very different political and social climate which 

secured this book immense popularity and allowed its message to spread with only a few 

people possessing the knowledge of what its contents might come to represent (Wor-

thington, 2003).

This is not an attempt to make a historical argument. In fact, it would be the un-

derstatement of the century to say that my example leaves out too many important nu-
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ances. I provide this analogy merely to make clear the point that different kinds of in-

formation create different kinds of knowledge which then again are examined and made 

to guide behavior, all depending on specific cultural, social, historical and economic con-

texts. As such, while we cannot dismiss out of hand the possibility that Mein Kampf, like 

any other piece of literature, affects the individual reader, the importance of the text it-

self is better measured if we accept that its effects are dependent on whether it exists 

within a context in which its message may be taken as the word of a demi-god or the 

word of a mad man.

The same is true of much pornography. Consider for example a description by anti-

pornography activist and author Robert Jensen of when he embarked on a mission to re-

search the content of mainstream pornography. He placed himself in a room with a series 

of sampled pornographic tapes chosen for their popularity among consumers. He had a 

laptop on which to take notes. He went through about 25 hours of tape. Here is a short 

excerpt of how he describes the effect it had on him specifically:

I was alternately aroused and bored by the tapes -- predictable given how in-
tensely sexual, and at the same time rigidly formatted, the genre is. I was pre-
pared for both of those reactions. What I wasn’t prepared for was the deep sad-
ness I felt during the viewing.

...

I live in a world in which men ... like to watch and masturbate to images of other 
men ejaculating onto a woman-made-less-than-human. The videos forced me to 
remember that at one point in my life, I watched. I am past feeling guilt or 
shame about that; my reaction is more about my current struggle to carve out a 
place for myself in a world in which being a man is associated with sexual pleas-
ure at the expense of women. I don’t want to always have to fight that associa-
tion, in the world or inside my own body. 

When I watched those videos, I felt trapped, as if I had no place to be a man 
and be a sexual being. I don’t want to associate myself with masculinity, but 
there is no other obvious place for me to be. I am not a woman, and I have no 
interest in being a eunuch. Is there a way to be a sexual being outside of what 
the culture tells me I should be? (Jensen, 2002)

Jensen here describes an altogether different effect of pornography than that which 

the average consumer in quantitative research on pornography is usually said to experi-

ence. Jensen maintains that it affected him differently partly because he watched so much 

in such a concentrated form and if the average consumer were to do this, it would be-

come easier for said consumer to see pornography for what it is. I think Jensen is wrong 

about this. I do not believe that the average male consumer, who is used to masturbating 
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to a kind of pornography, in which the sexual humiliation of women is a core theme, 

would suddenly – if he watched it in a concentrated form – be overwhelmed by “deep 

sadness” followed by a sophisticated reflection on himself as a man in this world and his 

place in the gendered order. It is much more likely that Jensen was aroused by the tapes 

simply because of their sexual explicitness, which may provoke unwanted physical reac-

tions in any feminist who watches it. Or maybe because he was once a contributing agent 

to the hetero-patriarchal order and remnants of deep-lying knowledge from this time 

remain in his subconscious. However, Jensen has since acquired new knowledge of femi-

nist ideas and approaches to pornography which allows him to see it differently. He has 

acquired tools with which he can analyze and read into mainstream pornography, and so 

the knowledge he gains from watching it is bound to be vastly different from that of the 

average consumer. The point here is that we may rightly perceive Jensen as being in an 

epistemically privileged position. The so-called ‘effects’ of pornography have less power 

over him than over the average consumer, who has not taken the time out to familiarize 

himself with feminist literature.

We may say the same about any feminist scholar who has ever watched large quan-

tities of mainstream pornography as part of a research project. This includes every 

known anti-pornography feminist from Andrea Dworkin (1981a), Catharine MacKinnon 

(1982; 1987; 1993) and Diana Russell (1993a;1993b; 1998) to Gail Dines (2010), Robert 

Jensen (2007) and Pamela Paul (2005). It is thought-provoking to consider that it is al-

ways only the average pornography consumer that is affected the way in which the 

scholar says he is affected, yet the scholar her/himself is somehow immune. And this is 

true. It is not at all to say that aforementioned scholars are somehow being hypocritical 

in their analyses of the effects of pornography. It is to say that while the ‘effect’ of por-

nography may to some unquantifiable degree lie in the pornographic object itself (de-

pending on what is being watched), the more important determinants of the ‘effect’ of 

pornography are the epistemological prerequisites of the knowing subject, which are, in 

turn, conditioned by individually specific contexts.

As such, unlike Mein Kampf, the problem with mainstream pornography is that we 

still live in a hetero-patriarchal culture. Patriarchy has not yet been relegated to the his-

tory books, and in a patriarchal culture the existence of sexist pornography will to a large 

extent continue to be perceived as a natural part of reality. In other words, speaking of 
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knowledge rather than of effects, and researching the knowledge pornography creates in 

the consciousness of male consumers in a patriarchal culture seems like one alternative to 

the effects-discourse.

1.4 The Paradigm Shift in Pornography Research

Judging from some of the more recent research into pornography consumption, it 

seems like this is indeed the direction in which the scholarly debate is headed. The scien-

tific literature on pornography has seen a ‘paradigm shift’ (Kirkham & Skeggs, 1996: 106) 

recently, one which Attwood (2002) describes as a move away from a “debate about 

whether pornographic texts have fixed and simple meanings, embody and encourage 

clearly oppressive power relations, produce direct and quantifiable effects and can be 

challenged only through the regulatory mechanisms of the state” (92) towards a diverse 

range of new approaches that research “in a less censorious way issues of visual represen-

tation, sexual excitement and sexual practice” (Kirkham & Skeggs, 1996: 106).

One of these new approaches has been an attempt to move away from quantitive 

research towards a focus on more qualitative research methods. In a review of the litera-

ture, Attwood (2005) points out that results point to pornography being “experienced and 

understood in a variety of ways and evok[ing] strong and often contradictory reactions, 

not all of which are represented in public debates about pornography” (65).

Though qualitative research on pornography consumption is no longer in its in-

fancy, there are still only a relatively small number of studies on men’s pornography con-

sumption out there, and even fewer on that of women and adolescents. Holland et al. 

(1998) studied how young people used media (including pornography) to gain informa-

tion, and how their strategies were significant in constructing a male-dominated hetero-

sexuality among youngsters. Häggström-Nordin et al. (2006) described the process of 

pornography consumption among Swedish adolescents and how it created sexual expec-

tations that ultimately resulted in a range of different and often contradictory feelings 

that young people had to learn to deal with using different coping strategies. In both 

cases, it was not the effect of the pornographic object itself which was in focus, but a 
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concern about the adequacy of young people’s sexual education (i.e. knowledge) and their 

ability to critically reflect on sexually explicit media.

Qualitative studies on women and pornography seem to have in common a focus on 

women’s ambivalence in relation to watching pornography. In a study by Ciclitira (2004), 

women who watch pornography and align themselves with feminism report very ambiva-

lent attitudes towards pornography, citing the strong influence of anti-pornography 

feminism. Parvez (2006) shows how women, who watch and are aroused by pornography, 

are experiencing ambivalent feelings connected to their perceptions of adult actresses’ 

emotional labor and sexual enjoyment in pornography. It also found that such percep-

tions are very much connected to the women’s own economic and sexual histories, in-

cluding histories of sexual abuse.

When it comes to men’s pornography consumption, some of the qualitative re-

search available is far from excellent. Loftus (2002) has been made an example of how 

new qualitative research results may be in “striking contrast to the familiar stereotypes of 

male porn users” (Attwood, 2005: 5), but Loftus himself seems almost to confirm that  

exact stereotype by making use of only the most selectively picked radical anti-

pornography quotes to criticize a single feminist stance on pornography, saying for in-

stance that “As they so often do, women presume to speak for men in this area” (254). 

While his study does show that men exhibit more critical attitudes towards pornography 

than is usually believed, his conclusion that pornography for men is simply about “beauty, 

fun, women’s pleasure, female power and assertiveness” (245) seems like a very superficial 

analysis that does not take into consideration any larger structures of male sexual power.

Conversely, Hardy (1998) has exemplified how the relationship to pornography in 

men’s lives can be extremely complex, showing among other things that pornography use 

has different meanings depending on which stage of life men find themselves in. Hardy 

thus argues for a social use of pornography in adolescence when pornography serves a 

more educative function rather than a purely sexual one, a private use in late adolescence 

before young men have their own sexual experiences, and finally a mature use in adult-

hood when men have to find a way to negotiate or decode their use of pornography in 

relation to their intimate relationships with partners. In a later study Hardy (2004) con-

cludes that “pornography may foster a significant misconstruction of female sexuality and 
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may therefore have a baleful influence on some men’s sexual disposition toward women” 

(16), even though we have to keep in mind that no matter the limitations of a consumer’s 

experience with sexual reality, “everybody has some other sources of information against 

which to set a given portrayal of women’s sexuality” (16), meaning that consumers are ul-

timately responsible for whatever messages they take on board from pornography.

It seems to me that on the other side of this paradigm shift in pornography re-

search, qualitative research methods are producing very detailed and nuanced insights 

into the role of pornography in society and culture. In a qualitative model it seems as if 

the viewing subject becomes the focus of analysis rather than the pornographic object 

which is said to affect him. This, I believe, is firm ground for suggesting that we, at least 

temporarily, consider substituting the effects-discourse for a discourse on knowledge. In 

this investigation into Icelandic men's knowledge of the pornographic, I distinguish be-

tween three forms of knowledge: implicit knowledge, explicit knowledge and counter-

knowledge.

1.5 Different Knowledges

Explicit knowledge is that which reflects the information that participants con-

sciously report. Implicit knowledge is all the things that lie beneath, and which can be 

interpreted by the researcher according to context. For example, a participant reports 

that “girls ... give you blowjobs, they want to fuck like this and that, [and] girls do anal 

sex”. The explicit knowledge reflected herein is that pornography is a relatively accurate 

representation of sexual reality. The implicit knowledge inherent in this statement is that  

females exist to serve the sexual gratification of men. Counterknowledge has been de-

fined as an “alternative knowledge system intended to challenge mainstream knowledge 

producers” (Gosa, 2011: 187). In our context counterknowledge means any acquired 

knowledge that challenges or filters the kinds of knowledge pornography produces. For 

example, a feminist critique of mainstream pornography’s representation of women as 

always willingly subordinated sexual objects may function as a kind of counterknowledge. 

Sexual education could also be a form of counterknowledge to mainstream pornography’s 

steady stream of misleading information about human sexuality.
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My distinction between knowledges draws partly on what social psychologists have 

called “implicit-explicit relations” (Nosek, 2007); a concept which arose within social 

psychology at the realization that subjective experience and personal introspection, that 

is, explicit knowledge (e.g. Why do I like porn? What turns me on? Does porn make me 

objectify women?), do not tell the whole story of a person’s mental operations. Put differ-

ently, in the words of Nosek (2007), the “conscious experience operates like an intrepid 

journalist making inferences about a corporation through observable actions and ob-

scured reports from insiders” (p. 65). This means that there is a world of implicit cogni-

tions and operations to be discovered beneath that which is consciously reported.

Implicit knowledge is, among other things, created through associative memory, 

which is knowledge and memories picked up in a person’s environment without it neces-

sarily being the person’s intention (Dasgupta & Asgari, 2004). For example, when it 

comes to questions of gender, if our minds constantly receive the message that men are 

predominantly supposed to be powerful and dominant and women predominantly sup-

posed to be nurturing and caring, then our associative memory will pick up on this pat-

tern (Rudman & Kilianski, 2000). The visibility of gender in our environment combined 

with the workings of associative memory is what creates gender stereotypes and leads us 

to have preconceptions about people based on their gender (Kunda & Spencer, 2003). 

This is because our associative memory is very likely to pick up on and respond to “cul-

tural patterns in society, media and advertising, which may well be reinforcing implicit 

associations you don’t consciously endorse” (Fine, 2010, p. 5, my emphasis).

Scholars have not often used implicit attitude measurement techniques to investi-

gate pornography’s relation to gender in a laboratory setting. To mention just a few ex-

amples, Borg, Jong & Georgiadis (2012) have produced interesting neuroscientific re-

search showing that women who get aroused by pornography also produce negative im-

plicit associations with pornography in the basal forebrain, midbrain and amygdala, 

which provides support for the hypothesis that female consumers of mainstream pornog-

raphy might have a somewhat ambivalent relationship with the material they are watch-

ing. And Hofman et al. (2008) conducted a laboratory experiment with the preliminary 

conclusion that “heterosexual men’s relative viewing time of erotic pictures was found to 

be significantly predicted by automatic but not explicit attitudes for those individuals 

low in WMC [working memory capacity]” (p. 967).
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This kind of quantifiable laboratory research within the field of psychology has 

yielded interesting results. However, the procedure with which implicit attitudes or 

knowledge has been measured thus far can be criticized for a number of different rea-

sons. Take for example the popular computer-based Implicit Association Test (IAT) 

which measures small but purportedly significant differences in test subjects’ reaction 

time when they are asked to pair pictures of women and men with words like ‘strong’ and 

‘competitive’ or ‘nurturing’ and ‘caring’. In a way, test subjects are forced to answer ques-

tions without thinking, and their response time is taken as a measurement of their real 

subconscious gendered attitude. Therefore it is worthwhile noting that one should be 

careful not to make quantitatively measured implicit attitudes all-important. We have all 

been raised in this society – with all of its heteronormative and patriarchal standards – 

and as such it should be expected that if our implicit attitudes are measured quantita-

tively, it will yield worrying results which might not at all reflect how we would wish to 

conduct our lives as gendered beings if we were given the time and space to reflect on 

who we are and what we want to be. Also, when it comes to pornography, quantitative 

research of this kind, which takes place in a laboratory setting, suffers tremendously from 

the difficulties of accurately replicating the intimate conditions and habits of real-world 

pornography consumption (Jensen, 2004).

Consequently, quantitative measurements of implicit (as well as explicit) cognitive 

relations might to a certain extent be insufficient as an explanation of gendered behavior 

in relation to pornography. However, the concept of explicit and implicit knowledge it-

self, paired with the concept of counterknowledge, might function as a powerful theo-

retical framework in conducting qualitative in-depth research.

My theoretical model for interpreting pornography’s role in our culture as a source 

of knowledge is expressed graphically in Fig. 1 on the next page.
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Fig. 1: The pornography consumer is a knowing subject, who chooses to engage with pornographic mate-

rial. Pornography is an object "om which knowledge is extracted. Based on the knowledge the consumer al-

ready possesses, as we$ as any form of past or present counterknowledge, the knowing subject comes into posses-

sion of both explicit and implicit knowledge about gender, sexuality, etc. These knowledges may then in turn be 

cha$enged by counterknowledges.
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1.6 Main Findings

The first category to emerge from my research was the way in which pornography 

creates implicit knowledge in men during childhood and adolescence, a time in which 

individuals are less prone to filter associative memories through an explicitly acquired net 

of counterknowledges.

Early in life, pornography creates knowledge about what it means to be a man and 

to be sexual, and these early experiences may lay a foundation of associative memories 

and in turn implicit knowledge about sexuality and masculinity. It is not a question of 

what my participants were able to inform me explicitly. Rather it is about what type of 

knowledge pornography leaves behind in a young impressionable mind and how this 

knowledge interacts with early perceptions of what constitutes status and power in the 

life-long school of masculinity. This is a process which requires constant struggle on the 

part of the individual boy to gain recognition. By way of this struggle, the “masculine 

sense of self becomes fragmented and diffuse, requiring the individual man to seek 

strategies by which may be achieved ... a sense of wholeness and identity [and] a sense of 

belonging within the community of men” (Buchbinder, 1991, p. 56). In chapter two we 

will examine more closely how this sense of wholeness and identity is achieved through 

social experiences with pornography in childhood and adolescence. It will emerge that 

these experiences often (though not exclusively) take place in homosocial settings where 

acts of in-group humiliation and a highly ritualized symbolic patrilineal inheritance of 

pornographic material from boys to young men render pornography a signifier of male 

bonding and thus normalize pornography consumption as an essential part of the male 

sexual experience.

The early normalization of pornography in childhood and adolescence might  help 

to explain why some of my participants seemed to make little to no distinction between 

mainstream pornography and real life. As such participants would state things like “porn 

is just people having sex” or “I just learned from porn what sex was”. In these cases it was 

not so much a question of my participants being somehow subconsciously influenced by 

the pornographic against their will. Rather, they were explicitly aware that they accepted 

information taken directly from mainstream pornography and applied it to real life. In 

the absence of explicit counterknowledge like sexual education, consumers may simply 
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copy/paste the pornographic experience into real life. However, live interaction with sex-

ual reality is an ever-present counterknowledge to pornography for those men who are 

very sexually active. Be that as it may, my findings lend support to earlier qualitative re-

search that found that the most common way for men to decode pornography in the 

adult years is to accept the overall depiction of female sexuality in pornography, while at 

the same time denying its relevance to one’s own sexual reality, e.g. “Women in general 

like to be dominated, but my woman does not” (Hardy, 1998: 146). We will take a closer 

look at this in chapter three.

A pornography consumer’s lack of counterknowledge to the pornographic may also 

be partly politically motivated. Some participants rejected counterknowledges to the 

pornographic (e.g. a feminist analysis) on the grounds that  pornography was merely an 

expression of sexual liberation. In coding and analyzing my interviews, a theory emerged 

that I have termed sexular liberalism. The theory of sexular liberalism draws on Scott’s 

(2009)  criticism of secularism as being an ahistorical universal signifier of free sexual ex-

pression in a multi-cultural society, and on Foucault’s (1976) criticism of sexual discourse 

as a strictly liberatory issue. In a nutshell, sexular liberalism is a stance on sexual politics 

which takes for granted that a historical liberation from Victorian values has taken place, 

and that we are therefore beyond struggles for sexual freedom. In turn, it is taken for 

granted that sexual rights (i.e. privileges) are the same as sexual ethics; the fact that we 

are allowed to do what we want sexually becomes a moral standpoint in and of itself, and 

trumps any and all radical criticisms of that which is actually done. Several participants 

espoused views on pornography in relation to history, sex, equality, and feminism that 

might aptly be described as sexular liberalist. This is exemplified and discussed in chapter 

four.

Other participants, however, were very capable of formulating a nuanced critique of 

pornography. Their criticisms included descriptions of pornographic content that they 

felt was very sexist; some even approached a feminist point of view. Others critiqued 

pornography because they felt that watching pornography could lead to both addiction 

and changes in their sexual standards. However, this critical attitude was in one way or 

the other almost always bound up with a given participant’s implicit sense of gendered 

privilege that placed him outside of his own critique. As such, participants would express 

an explicit knowledge that contained many critical thoughts and reflections, but this was 
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always parallel to an implicit knowledge about their unstated ‘right’ to consume pornog-

raphy. This was expressed through various excuses and evasive explanations.

Still other participants were clearly in possession of the counterknowledge that 

would allow them to formulate a critique, but they simply chose not to because they felt 

that any social harms related to the production of pornography were simply not their 

problem. Consequently it is suggested that the privilege of the male pornography con-

sumer may take on the form of a kind of bystander effect in which the probability of the 

individual man taking responsibility for his choices in relation to pornography is inversely 

related to his implicit knowledge that ‘all other men do it too’.

Overall, my research suggests that to approach pornography as a source of knowl-

edge takes us beyond the debate about ‘effects’, which is an approach that hints at finite 

and absolute results (i.e. “if not but for pornography, then...”) as discussed earlier. Knowl-

edge derived from pornography, on the other hand, about what gender and sexuality is, 

does not necessarily manifest itself in action. When thinking about pornography as 

knowledge we cannot say that everyone who possesses knowledge about the porno-

graphic will act or behave in a certain way, because people acquire knowledge under very 

different circumstances and from different angles. The knowledge one acquires depends 

both on the content of that which is watched, and the mindset with which one is watch-

ing it. What we can say with certainty, however, is that knowledge, be it implicit or ex-

plicit, acquired through everything from friendships, family dinners and feminist blogs to 

puppy dogs, pornography, and pastimes must necessarily form the basis of the attitude, 

the language, the behavior, and the social interaction that is our culture, a culture which, 

as we know, is still a patriarchal one. The question, then, is not: How does pornography 

create a patriarchal culture? Rather the questions that should be asked are these: What 

role does pornography play in a patriarchal culture? How do people make sense of the 

knowledge pornography provides?
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1.7 Methodology

In the literature methodology seems to be loosely used as a term covering every-

thing from entire academic disciplines to being a mere synonym for method. To avoid 

confusion I want to point out immediately that I draw a distinction between methodol-

ogy and method. My method serves a somewhat mechanical function in my research 

process: the way in which I have gathered data, how my sample of participants were in-

terviewed and how my interviews were coded. Methodology, on the other hand, I take to 

mean a more overarching framework of interpretation. Moreover, my methodology does 

not stand alone but is dependent on and informs epistemological perspectives as well as 

my choice of method.

My research is qualitative, and it has relied on a framework founded on the interre-

lationship between epistemology, methodology, and method as described by Carter & 

Little (2007). Since my method is conditioned by my overarching epistemological frame-

work, which also guides my methodology, I will begin by situating myself and my research 

within a broader epistemological framework. I will then go on to describing my method-

ology, which determines and is dependent on my research objectives and questions. Fi-

nally I want to point out the limitations of my methods and to clarify their presumptions 

and consequences.

Briefly stated, in my research process, a feminist epistemology based in social con-

structionism informed a methodological pluralism that gave way to open-ended qualita-

tive methods of inquiry. Following the distinction described above, when I say methodo-

logical pluralism I do not mean to say that I have used a plurality of methods, but a plu-

rality of methodologies.

A Feminist Epistemology

As pointed out in section 1.2 and 1.3, my research is centered around how main-

stream pornography produces knowledge. This knowledge may be explicit or implicit and 

be influenced by various counterknowledges. The knowledge of my participants as well as 

the knowledge that I myself wish to obtain through my research, is situated. My partici-
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pants are situated in a particular way in relation to pornography. Of all the modes of so-

cial situations most of them shared – like race, class, and nationality – sexuality and gen-

der have been central to the way I have interpreted implicit, explicit and counterknowl-

edges. As such, the way in which my participants struggled with living up gendered 

norms, behavior and performance (Butler, 1990a)  became central to the knowledge they 

took with them from experiences with the pornographic. Thus, assuming a feminist epis-

temological stance in my research, knowledge produced through experiences with the 

pornographic becomes gendered knowledge.

Gendered knowledge is socially constructed. Therefore my research is informed by 

a critical stance towards all those immediate observations, which may at first glance seem 

uncomplicated. As such I see all knowledge, practices and actions as born of each indi-

vidual’s historically and culturally specific position in the world (Burr, 2003). This is not 

to say that there is an ‘ultimate truth’ to be discovered behind that which the eye can see. 

I am not “interested in truth as a scientific outcome [or] a universal or transcendent 

propositional network” (Gergen, 2004). However, I do not take a nihilistic construction-

ist position by saying that we as human beings are powerless in the face of the seemingly 

endless web of interconnected social phenomena and its interplay with culture under his-

torically specific circumstances. While social construction may be useful for mapping out 

underlying structures of discourse, there must be a place within this framework for hu-

man agency, subjectivity, and, more importantly, responsibility. Accordingly, I came to my 

participants and the data they provided with a deep sense of sympathy for the way in 

which the continuous struggle within patriarchy shaped and formed their knowledge and 

actions, without ever losing sight of the fact that they were responsible for those actions.

Methodological Pluralism

My choice of methodologies takes the starting point that there are no unequivocal 

and exception-free methodological rules that alone can guide the production of knowl-

edge (Feyerabend, 1993). In fact, the dominant conceptions of science (i.e. the scientific 

method), that have thus far been at the top of the methodological hierarchy, have re-

flected a patriarchal and androcentric perspective (Merchant 1980; Harding 1991). Ac-

cordingly, while I do rely on a particular method (in-depth qualitative interviews), I do not 
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rely on any specific methodology to guide my analysis of data, because I believe that a 

methodological pluralism produces the most fruitful results relative to the unique traits 

of each individual piece of research. However, while I do let myself be inspired by Feyer-

abend’s (1993) epistemological anarchism, it would be irresponsible of me not to attempt 

to describe my approach in terms of tangible methodological concepts. Accordingly, my 

approach can be said to be a combination of phenomenology, discourse analysis and 

grounded theory.

Firstly, in my research I interviewed several individuals in order to gain a deeper 

understanding of the concept of pornography consumption and its role and function in a 

patriarchal society, as well as make an “interpretation ... of the meaning of the lived expe-

riences” (Creswell, 2007, p. 59) of pornography consumption among men in Iceland. For 

this purpose, I apply attributes of a phenomenological approach in which several key 

statements from different participants are collected or horizontalized (Moustakas, 1994) 

to form a ‘picture’ of what pornography consumption means to the person who is con-

structed as male within the gender-binary.

However, it is important to point out that I also have a strong conviction that it is 

not my place to make unequivocal statements about the ‘true reality’ of what lies behind 

my participants’ stories. While I do derive and interpret the implicit knowledge of my 

participants, I do not believe it is possible to capture the full essence of a person in a sin-

gle interview. Rather, I am interested in reading and analyzing my interviews as texts in 

their own right, using my participant’s voices to describe the reality they experience, tak-

ing into account the social conditions within which their knowledge is situated. For this 

reason I add strands of discourse analysis to my methodology as well. Thus, in analyzing 

my interviews I rely on an assumption of language as being constructive, of discourse as 

being a form of social practice which guides social action, and of language and discourse 

as being rhetorically organized (Gill, 2000).

Finally, the critical standpoint I take with regard to the methodologies of tradi-

tional science demands that I do not start with a hypothesis and then set out to test it. 

Rather, I am interested in forming theories or hypotheses based on my data that may 

subsequently be subject to contestation and scrutiny. For this reason I also take a 

grounded theory approach to my research (Creswell, 2007).
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Method

Participants

Because of the limited size of the Icelandic population in general, and because of 

the very sensitive subject matter of my research, finding an unequivocally heterogeneous 

sample of participants proved to be a challenge. Participants were recruited using a com-

bination of snowball sampling and public advertising at the University of Iceland. In the 

end, my sample consisted of eleven men with permanent residence in Iceland. Most were 

in their late twenties, some were in their early and late thirties, and one was in his late 

forties. Many of my participants were students, but the sample was diverse enough to in-

clude both an artist, a bus driver, and a journalist. Apart from one participant, who de-

scribed himself as bisexual, all of my participants were straight. All were male-identified. 

None of them fell into a category of neither rich nor poor. All but two grew up in Ice-

land. All of them have permanent residency in Iceland. Because of the homogenous 

population of Iceland in general, only white men were represented. All participants were 

informed both verbally and in writing about the nature of the research and that partici-

pation in the study was voluntary.

My research does not deal with the content of pornography itself, but with how 

men in Iceland experience mainstream pornography. For this reason it was important for 

me to know that my participants were not merely looking at semi-nude images in a guy’s 

magazine or looking at alternative (e.g. feminist, queer)  pornography. Thus, I always 

asked my participants to describe the pornography they were watching and where they 

were watching it. Some participants even sent me a myriad of different links to pornog-

raphy they liked to watch. Taken together, though one participant had a predilection for 

vintage pornography, all other participants watched mainly mainstream “straight-off-the-

shelf ” pornography available from torrent sites or tube sites.

Finally, when it comes to my participants, a few words on anonymity is in order. As 

mentioned, Iceland is a very small country, and as such I have had to compromise the 

amount of information I can allow myself to reveal about my participants. The age and 

occupation of my participants will never be mentioned, because with just these two 

pieces of information, somebody reading this research might actually be able to identify 

my participants. Consequently, I have chosen to prioritize the anonymity of my partici-
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pants over anything else, including my reader’s need for important sample demographics. 

This research has also been registered with the Icelandic Data Protection Authority.

Interviews

Interviews were conducted in English and took place in whichever setting the indi-

vidual participant felt most comfortable. For some this was in the comfort of their own 

home, while others preferred to meet publicly at a café or a bar. The interviews lasted 

one hour on average, though some lasted as long as two hours. After informed consent 

was obtained, interviews were recorded with the permission of the participants. The in-

terview guide contained open-ended questions that always started with questions relating 

to experiences with pornography in childhood and adolescence and continued to chroni-

cally map out experiences with pornography consumption throughout the participant’s 

life. For this reason, the interviews themselves tended to take on a narrative form (Kvale 

& Brinkmann, 2009). After each interview, the recorded material was transcribed verba-

tim.

Data Analysis

Following a grounded theory approach, my data was systematically coded and my 

raw data was continuously compared to theoretical notes (memos). The first step was to 

make sense of the data using substantive coding. Transcripts were conceptualized line by 

line, which yielded many different concepts. A given concept was chosen for the devel-

opment of theory based both on the number of incidents in the data in which a particu-

lar concept occurred and the degree to which it complemented a concept chosen for the 

development of theory. During this process, memos were continuously written down, 

modified and deleted in accordance with information extracted from the data. The next 

step was to sort the memos and put fractured data back together. During this process 

many new ideas emerged for which new memos were written and in turn sorted. I did not 

make a clear distinction between when writing memos turned into to writing up a theory. 

The two processes ended up overlapping, and even in the process of writing up theory, 

new memos were constructed. In the end different core categories were in place. These 

were analyzed and formulated into the theories.
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Limitations

Because my research is based on qualitative methods of inquiry, it may not general-

ize to other people or other settings, and one must be aware that there is a chance that 

my findings might be unique only to the people participating in my study. This is why my 

research should not be viewed as conclusive, but rather as a range of theories and propo-

sitions that are open for scrutiny. We may add to this that qualitative research in general 

is poorly understood by the more conservative scientific community, and lacks credibility 

with the general population as well as policy makers.

Moreover, since qualitative research is often accused of being more susceptible to 

researcher bias than quantitative research (the historically white and male practitioners 

of which of course always embody “scientific objectivism”), it is only fair that my readers 

are made aware of my bias. Depending on who disagrees with my research, my bias is ei-

ther that I am a left-libertarian radical feminist or a white, heterosexual, middle-class 

male-identified person. Though I always strive to be aware of my own privileges, all of the 

aforementioned factors cannot but contribute to my research in one way or the other.
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2. Early Pornographic Knowledge

In the above quote, Ásgeir describes how he was attending bi-weekly meetings in a men’s 

organization similar to Rotary, where men from all over Iceland would meet to discuss 

particular topics. Ásgeir does not watch porn. It simply does not interest him. And had 

Ásgeir been like any of my other participants, he might not have recollected this particu-

lar event with the same level of astonishment. Indeed, had he been a regular mainstream 

porn user, he might have failed to recollect the experience altogether, simply because of 

the casual manner in which such conversations take place among male pornography con-

sumers. However, Ásgeir does remember this incident. He remembers it because he was 

the odd one out, because he suddenly discovered the scope of the commonly accepted 

truth that ‘all men watch pornography’. He discovered that he was the exception that 

confirmed ‘the rule’.

Ásgeir describes a group of men from all over Iceland, who meet and openly discuss 

their favorite pornographic websites in the comfort of each other’s company. Without 

conducting a laboratory experiment on the matter I am going to make the hopefully un-

controversial assumption that the likelihood of such a discussion taking place in a hetero-

To recognize diversity  in masculinities is not enough. We 
must also recognize the relations between the different 
kinds of  masculinity: relations of  alliance, dominance 
and subordination. These relationships are constructed 
through  practices that exclude and include, that intimi-
date, exploit, and so on. There is a gender politics within 
masculinity.

(Connell, 2005: 37)

I was in a men’s club ... At one meeting ... the topic was 
‘The Best Porn Websites’, and I was astonished at how 
many guys knew about porn websites, and when it was 
my turn I just had to admit I didn’t know any ... They 
didn’t believe me. But I managed to convince them that I 
... couldn’t remember any porn websites

(Ásgeir)
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social environment – in what appears to be a minutely planned out manner – would be 

somewhat if not considerably lower. Certainly, bonding over the pornographic and form-

ing friendships in the melting pot of the sexually explicit has so far not been culturally 

associated with the feminine. No, this form of bonding takes place in the world of firm 

handshakes and high-fives, of dirty jokes and daring attitudes, of nervous fake smiles and 

eyebrows worn aslant. It takes place in the world of ‘men’, in homosocial environments, 

through homosocial bonding.

In its simplest form, homosocial bonding refers to “the seeking, enjoyment, and/or 

preference for the company of the same sex” (Lipman-Blumen, 1976: 16). However, ho-

mosocial bonding among men is arguably far more pronounced as a cite of gendered and 

sexual education than among women. This is because of the lack of a hegemonic form of 

femininity (Connell, 1987) and because male homosocial desire, unlike that of women, 

manically and continuously attempts to separate the homosocial and the homosexual 

(Sedgwick, 1985). We may add to this that “in an epoch when the dominance of men is 

more and more questioned ... The [male] homosocial group increasingly takes on the 

function of a refuge” (Meuser, 2004: 397). It is primarily in the homosocial setting that 

one’s masculinity is formed and articulated by interaction with other men; a process 

which requires constant struggle on the part of the individual man to gain recognition. 

By way of this struggle, the “masculine sense of self becomes fragmented and diffuse, re-

quiring the individual man to seek strategies by which may be achieved ... a sense of 

wholeness and identity [and] a sense of belonging within the community of men” 

(Buchbinder, 1991: 56).

In this chapter I am going to propose that early experiences with pornography con-

sumption in homosocial settings places pornography at the center of a gendered educa-

tion in masculinity, that is, creates knowledge about what it means to be a man and to be 

sexual. As such, in agreement with previous qualitative research carried out by Hardy 

(1998; 2004), my findings indicate that pornography may be engaged with socially in 

childhood and adolescence. Here experiences with sexually explicit material are acciden-

tal rather than deliberate as well as educative rather than overtly sexually motivated. In 

extension hereof, I will propose that in-group humiliation tactics surrounding knowledge 

of the pornographic may sometimes be a factor in maintaining the heterosexual norm in 

a setting that is undeniably homoerotic (i.e. men looking at sex with other men). Finally I 
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will argue that men acquire knowledge of passing on the pornographic to other boys or 

men, who are positioned lower in the hierarchy of sexual maturity. This is a concept that 

deconstructs the traditional economy of patrilineal inheritance and renders it symbolic 

and inconspicuous rather than material and salient and that, in so doing, takes on a ritual-

istic form where pornographic knowledge becomes the signifier of homosocial bonding.

2.1 Normalization

During the course of my research, the male homosocial environment emerged as a 

scene, so to speak, in which many interactions with pornography (especially early ones) 

were performed. I deliberately use the word performed because in each case when the 

interaction with pornography takes place in a homosocial setting, the way one reacts to 

such interaction immediately stops being intuitive and starts being a performance based 

on the “man-to-man” relations, specific to each group. While a range of different themes 

emerged during interviews, in every single case when participants were willing to provide 

me with a description of an incident in which pornography was viewed in a group of 

males, the achievement of masculine status in relation to one’s male peers always seemed 

to be a factor in one way or the other.

This was even the case for one of the least detailed descriptions. Oddur recalls his 

first experience with pornography, which took place when he was 12 years old. At this 

time the internet was still a novelty to which Oddur did not have access, and so it was a 

male friend of the same age who exclaimed, “Ah, I want to show you guys something 

really cool,” as he presented to Oddur and their mutual group of friends a series of por-

nographic photographs on his home computer that he had painstakingly downloaded 

from the web at the excruciatingly slow pace at which the internet worked in those days. 

Oddur recalls that “at first I didn’t know what was happening -- I was young, and -- -- and 

then after 2 or 3 years it just became so normal and not so shocking anymore.”

It is the way in which Oddur recalls his friend’s proposition to collectively view 

pornographic photographs as something “really cool” that reveals the importance of 

status achievement in this example. We do not know if this is what was said or not. What 

is important here is the fact that Oddur recollects the words in this way. Even though 
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Oddur recalls his own experience as being one of irresolution and of shock, his male 

peer’s insistence on the cool-factor of  the pornographic photos is that which Oddur rec-

ollected him saying. To consider this point in a different way, we could try to take notice 

of that which was not said. Oddur and his friends did not have a conversation about the 

perplexity, irresolution and shock that Oddur experienced. He kept this to himself. That 

which was collectively experienced in this group of friends was that one of them took 

charge and showed them something “really cool”. At this early moment of adolescence 

Oddur thus acquires knowledge about what is normal and what is talked about and what 

is not talked about in groups of male peers.

Being shocked at one’s first experience with the pornographic is something Alexan-

der also recalls. When he was 4 or 5 years old, he used to roam the halls of the Icelandic 

boarding school at which his parents were teaching. Alexander remembers one particular 

experience from this time in his life with extraordinary lucidity, and would be able to take 

me “to the exact spot” where it happened. One day Alexander came across a group of 

adolescent boys aged 12 or 15, who were “doing something”. As he joined the group of 

older boys, one of them showed him what he now knows was a playing card with a dirty 

picture. He continues:

It was so -- I don’t know I think it was such a close-up that you couldn’t see -- 
the anatomy specifically. I think, but, eh, they said “This is what your father and 
mother do”, and I said “WHAT?”, and I -- it was just -- you know, it was the 
early 70s, so there was a lot of pubic hair and a very graphic image, and, eh ... I 
remember I got a shock, basically -- I understood -- I still didn’t grasp it, no ob-
viously, but I underst[ood] it was something bad and naughty.

We may ponder the level of shock that Alexander experienced, but apart from 

keeping in mind that this was his very first experience with anything pornographic, we 

also have to take his extremely young age into consideration. Had Alexander been of the 

same age as the group of older adolescents, they would in all probability have behaved 

differently. The taunting and supercilious attitude of the group of older boys is directly 

linked to Alexander’s young age. They see an opportunity to shock Alexander with some-

thing that they, as older and more ‘experienced’, have access to, and they bond as peers 

over the experience of being able to inform Alexander of what grown-ups ‘do’. However, 

it is not as if the boys experience this as a serious rite of passage. One imagines the joking 

manner in which this scene must have played out, and exactly because of the perceived 

humorous nature of the incident, the serious educative function of the male homosocial 
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environment that instills an inerasable knowledge in Alexander remains hidden to those 

involved. But the knowledge Alexander acquires is that it is older boys that have access to 

information about that which is “bad and naughty”, and that this knowledge is passed on 

through joking, taunting, and condescension; essential elements of  homosocial in-group 

humiliation tactics.

2.2 Homoeroticism and Humiliation

As others have pointed out (Flood, 2008; Looker, 1994), humiliation appears to 

serve a particular function in homosocial bonding, namely as a way to repress the clearly 

homoerotic charge inherent in a setting where self-proclaimed heterosexual men gather 

to view pornography, as in the case of Alexander. While this homoerotic charge has been 

documented as taking place particularly in institutional settings (ibid.), it is not far 

fetched to propose that in-group humiliation tactics mainly take place in settings in 

which homosexuality is under “the most severe pressure” (Looker, 1994: 214). Another of 

my participants, Gunnar, provided me with a possible example. He informed me of how 

his brother used to engage in “samrúnk”, that is when heterosexual men gather to mas-

turbate in a circle. However, Gunnar explained how this activity sometimes played out as 

a game. The boys would place a cookie on the ground before commencing masturbation. 

The goal was then to reach orgasm as fast as possible and aim at the cookie with their 

ejaculate. The last boy to reach orgasm would then have to eat the cookie, which by now 

would be more or less covered in semen. Here a highly homoerotically charged sexual rit-

ual ironically ends in the ultimate form of humiliation precisely for the person who was 

not able to become adequately aroused in a homosocial setting.

While we may only speculate as to the homoerotic nature of Alexander’s first expe-

rience with pornography, the homoerotic charge in Bergur’s first experience is undeni-

able, as is the humiliative nature of the way in which he recalls it. When he was in the 

seventh or eighth grade, he and a group of four or five friends had a break from school 

and decided to go play at a friend’s house across the street. It was here that one of them 

discovered no fewer than fifty-six VHS porn tapes under a bed belonging to either his 

friend’s brother or parents. “Hey, what's this. Exciting. Porn. Yay, lets try it,” one of his 
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friends exclaimed. Then, in what Bergur describes as a “desperately awkward” situation, 

they decided to watch one of the tapes and masturbate. Everyone was awkward during 

this scenario, but was trying not to show it. Instead, “in their defense shell”, as Bergur 

calls it, they all tried to be goofy and make fun of the situation because “we all were a lit-

tle bit ... ashamed and afraid - excited and whatever”. During the “money shot”, a boy 

that Bergur describes as “the macho type of the group”, threw up. “My best guess is that 

he [was] probably squeamish,” Bergur adds with a coy smile.

The fact that one of Bergur’s friends discovered fifty-six pornographic VHS tapes 

under a bed in a private home is interesting (albeit not surprising) in and of itself. But 

first and foremost it is important to ponder the question of what makes a group of boys 

collectively decide to drop their pants and touch themselves in each other’s company 

even though it makes them “ashamed and afraid”. As Bergur says, they were all trying to 

just be goofy and make fun of the situation as a way of putting up a barrier. According to 

Bird (1996), this kind of emotional detachment is a central tenet of the homosocial envi-

ronment in which the boys are trying to comply with a hegemonic masculine ideal, and 

so there is no room for engaging with vulnerabilities or sexual insecurities of any kind. 

This helps boys to maintain a clear identity boundary from within which expressions of 

emotions are kept under lock and key as a way of maintaining control and to set one 

apart from that which is feminine and gay. In this way, as Gagnon & Simon (1973) have 

also pointed out, the “forced bravado of laughter and collective sexual banter” becomes a 

way for the boys “to prove to their fellows that they [are] worthy of participating” (266).

If one cannot maintain a “defense shell”, if one inadvertently shows signs of sexual 

insecurities while engaging in collective pornography watching, one quickly learns that 

there may be consequences in the form of how one is perceived by male peers. This 

might be exemplified by the way that Bergur recalls the part of the experience in which a 

friend of his threw up when witnessing the male performer in the porn film ejaculate. 

Rather than empathizing with his childhood friend, Bergur instead describes him as 

“squeamish”, as somehow not being man enough in spite of the fact that he was perceived 

to be “the macho type of the group”. Part of the masculine ethos that is learned and up-

held as indisputable knowledge in the male homosocial environment – when it comes to 

watching porn – is the ability to watch without feeling disgusted. Regardless of the sexual 

preferences of each individual boy present at the screening, being able to watch hardcore 
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pornography without being “squeamish” is the least that is expected of him. Of course his 

ability to become aroused by the material is a great bonus – hence the masturbation. Just 

like in Gunnar’s example of the semen-covered cookie, one learns that there is status to 

be harvested if you are able to show your buddies that you can get turned on, become 

rock hard, and ejaculate. This shows that you have developed physically into a “real man”. 

Doing this while viewing mainstream hetero-pornography adds an extra bonus in that 

you are simultaneously able to show off and confirm your heterosexuality.

This might help to explain the seeming popularity of watching heterosexual por-

nography together in groups of boys. Since the homoerotic charge of the experience can-

not be denied, one’s ability to be turned on by heterosexual pornography confirms one’s 

heterosexuality. Conversely, the possible inability to become aroused becomes a reason to 

at least question a given participant’s heterosexuality, hence the possible humiliative as-

pect of the experience. Flood (2008) further proposes that, for some men, it is the way in 

which they share women’s bodies as men that becomes the source of arousal, yet for oth-

ers the arousal may be generated simply by the fact that they are being sexual in the 

company of other men. Simultaneously, however, the strong sense of homophobia that 

lurks beneath the surface of many homosocial groups of heterosexual men ensures that 

“touching other men or expressing desire for them is forbidden” (335). In other words, the 

humiliative nature of the social space in which young boys experience hardcore hetero-

pornography in groups becomes an early source of knowledge about the importance of 

maintaining a heteronormative standard.

2.3 The Patrilineal Inheritance

However, humiliation need not be part of every single experience of homosocial 

pornography watching. Gunnar is very aware of the homoerotic nature of his first experi-

ence with pornography. When he was around 12 or 13 years old, he and a group of peers 

took private karate lessons in a garage in a nearby neighborhood. Their instructor was 

only 15 years old, yet to Gunnar and his friends this age difference seemed “huge at the 

time”. One day after a karate lesson was over, something happened that Gunnar describes 

as a “very interesting and beautiful” experience. Their teacher, a boy, just a couple of years 
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their senior, showed his students a pornographic film on an eight-millimeter EUMIG 

film projector. The film was called ‘Black Power’, a pornographic spoof on the blaxploita-

tion film genre, featuring predominantly black actors. It was an experience that Gunnar 

remembers in the utmost detail. While he had heard about the phenomenon of group 

masturbation from his brother, who used to do this with his friends (the cookie), the ses-

sion in the garage never ended in group masturbation. Rather, their karate instructor 

showed them the film in the very same garage where they did their karate exercises, and 

because it took place immediately after training one can only imagine the steamy envi-

ronment echoing with the sound of adolescent boys trying to catch their breath – the air 

permeated with the smell of fresh sweat. Gunnar describes it as “a very physical installa-

tion ... Karate and then a porn film ... It was not only homoerotic and kind of macho. It 

was more like, eh -- having so much confidence in all of my friends. Yeah, it was a group 

thing you know.”

What struck me as perhaps the most interesting thing about Gunnar’s account is 

the fact that he is so aware of the homoerotic and “macho” nature of the incident. He 

knows exactly what happened on that day, and not only was the experience “homoerotic 

and kind of macho”, it was also an experience that made him bond with his male peers. 

The fact that he describes his experience as “a group thing” which was about “having so 

much confidence in all of [his] friends” really hits the nail on the head. However, this was 

far from the last experience Gunnar had with his first porn movie ‘Black Power’. The 

movie stayed with him both physically and mentally. Years later he would still masturbate 

to images from the movie that he would conjure up in his mind, and he held on to the 

eight-millimeter film for years to come. So there was something very profound about this 

experience for Gunnar. As he points out himself, when thinking back on the experience, 

he thinks of it as something very “interesting and beautiful”. In other words, far from be-

ing humiliating in any way, it was a learning experience, an experience of knowledge ac-

quired. This is accentuated by the fact that Gunnar refers to the age difference between 

him and the 15-year-old karate instructor as “huge at the time”. Rather than the karate 

instructor being perceived as a dubious character out to sexually humiliate younger boys, 

he takes on the role of teacher in Gunnar’s mind. A bearer of the sacred relic of sexuality.

In this way, the homosocial environment arguably makes for one of the most impor-

tant sites of masculine education among men seeing as this setting provides a combina-
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tion of habitual security (Behnke and Meuser, 2001) and a sense belonging through the 

atmosphere of masculine authenticity (Meuser, 1998). In the case of both Oddur, Alexan-

der, Bergur, and Gunnar we saw how they all, at a young age, learned some defining les-

sons about masculine culture through pornography use as a homosocial experience. 

However, I contend that pornography as a creator of masculine knowledge in homosocial 

environments takes on a form that is specific and different from other forms of knowl-

edge about masculinity. It seems to me that in all the cases described above, pornography 

was passed on, so to speak, from one generation of sexual maturity to the next.

In the case of Oddur, his friend, who has pornographic images on his computer, 

represents the next generation of sexual maturity. He has seen these pictures before his 

friends, which means that he can lay claim to being more sexually mature. This perceived 

sexual maturity infuses the pornographic material which then becomes “something cool” 

as Oddur’s friend proudly exclaims.  Oddur learns that one is cool if one has seen pornog-

raphy. When Bergur’s friend found fifty-sex porn tapes under a bed, he immediately 

gained this same kind of “coolness” or masculine status among his peers because he was 

able to suggest that they all watch pornography together. In Bergur’s story the idea of 

passing on porn from the previous generation even became literal, seeing as the fifty-six 

porn tapes had to have come from somewhere. The idea that the next generation of sex-

ual maturity has some kind of educative authority to pass on knowledge that will inform 

one’s own personal sexual development is even more true in the case of Alexander, who, 

at the age of 5, was shocked to be told by a group of much older boys that “this [porno-

graphic playing card] is what your father and mother do”. And Gunnar’s story of the 15-

year-old karate instructor who decided to show a group of younger boys their first porno-

graphic film is just a completely clear-cut example.

I contend that this kind of passing on of pornography from boy to boy, from boy to 

younger boy, from father to son, from man to man, etc. is significant in that it creates an 

atmosphere of habitual security around pornography consumption. Consider the example 

of Vilhjálmur. On more than one occasion, he tells me, one of his male friends has shown 

up at his door to invite him to a wedding or an engagement party, and subsequently 

handed him a plastic bag filled with pornography. As he says,  “when people move in with 

each other, they get rid of their porn stuff.” With a coy smile on his face, Vilhjálmur em-

phasizes the complete nonchalant manner in which this passing of the sacred relic was 
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carried out: “And then they offered me their porn”, he says, ”not shocked, just a plastic 

bag filled with -- whatever.”

A central tenet of traditional patriarchal economy is the patrilineal inheritance of 

property. Arguably, whereas this patrilineal inheritance no longer exists to the same ex-

tent in our part of the world as a passing down of purely physical and material forms of 

property from one generation of men to the next, the idea of patrilineal inheritance is 

still very much alive, only now it exists on a symbolic rather than on a physical level. In 

light of cases such as that of Vilhjálmur and others, I would propose that this symbolism 

may take on a ritualistic form in which pornography becomes the signifier for a male-to-

male bond within a habitually secure refuge of masculine authenticity. We see yet another 

example of this in the following story:

 A couple of years after Gunnar had seen ‘Black Power’ for the first time and held 

on to the film (which he had acquired through means unknown), he decided to show the 

film to his younger brother. He decided to pass on the knowledge he had acquired. How-

ever, Gunnar was not content with simply viewing the film with his brother in private. 

Instead, they went out on their balcony, put the film the EUMIG projector, and, in the 

dead of night, Gunnar and his younger brother projected a gigantic screening of ‘Black 

Power’ onto the shiny white walls of the women’s clinic in Reykjavik. “It’s brilliant”, 

Gunnar exclaims; “it’s a brilliant piece ... totally born out of [sic] play -- totally -- nothing 

-- nobody was doing this! Not even Andy Warhol!” He continues:

It is interesting that I showed sex to my younger brother -- as an older brother -- 
and ... we were doing it together -- really like a -- there was total harmony -- of 
having this first experience -- which was just like, you know -- onto the place 
where he was born ... It was my first piece really. And we did it together ... I 
mean he was 3 years younger than me, and -- -- my younger brother was a bit 
more premature than me... I was starting to become -- like a man, you know ... I 
think it also has to do with a kind of --eh --a showing off, like -- see I was really 
proud of showing this material to my younger brother and his friends ... In a way, 
like, I felt it was kinda -- I was the older brother, and ... it has to do with: “I’m a 
real man, and I show it to -- my younger [brother]” ... So I was proud, you know, 
it’s some kind of pride -- you know, I had been around, in a way.

In this story the promise of the coming of manhood becomes the incentive for 

Gunnar to pass on the sacred relic of the pornographic, just as it had been passed on to 

him years earlier. As such, Gunnar has taught his little brother a lesson about the porno-

graphic, namely that it is something to be passed on. However, that which is passed on is 

not so much the movie ‘Black Power’ itself as much as it is the “experience”, as Gunnar 
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says. In other words, this patrilineal inheritance was symbolic, and therefore impercepti-

ble. It is an experience that Gunnar shares with his brother in secrecy, and the secrecy 

adds not just to the quality of the male bond that they have now tied with each other, it 

also adds to the esoteric nature of this knowledge; the secrecy; the strong sense of ritual-

ism by which the pornographic becomes the idol and the walls of the women’s clinic be-

come the altar on which Gunnar sacrifices the sexual innocence of his younger brother, 

who may now join him in manhood. But as Gunnar also points out, this ritual was per-

formed “onto the place where [his brother] was born”, and as such the ritual becomes al-

most oedipal in its structure. In a highly homoerotically sexualized ritual, Gunnar pro-

jects images – that to him represent the ultimate form of masculine knowledge – onto 

the place that gave life to his brother. A lesson in manhood comes full circle.

2.4 An Exception

When looking back at the stories in this chapter, what emerges is that early experi-

ences with pornography consumption in male homosocial settings are perhaps one of the 

first sources of knowledge for young boys about what it means to be male and sexual. 

However, as with any good theory, the practicalities of reality offer exceptions. For one of 

my participants, childhood and adolescence was not characterized by pornography con-

sumption in homosocial settings. Instead his childhood was characterized by neglect and 

a deep sense of shame surrounding his sexuality; something which might help explain the 

very troublesome relationship with pornography in his adult years.

Hjörtur started watching pornography at the age of 13, and it immediately set him 

on a pathway towards a very problematic relationship with internet pornography. At this 

time, his pornography sessions would last from 10 o’clock at night when his family went 

to bed until 5 o’clock the next morning. As his pornography use intensified, he started 

watching more and more extreme material, constantly looking for the next sexual high. 

This included a process of intense desensitization in which he had to expand his sexual 

tastes in order to achieve the same level of arousal.

This eventually ended with Hjörtur turning away from what one might call main-

stream sexually explicit material. Instead he started watching scenarios where women 
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were being tied up and humiliated against their will. For Hjörtur it was no longer about 

people being naked and having sex, but about pure and unfiltered humiliation. He did not 

have to go to porn websites anymore. Now he could surf websites that contained just 

clips from conventional movies such as thrillers or horrors in which women were held 

captive and abused. By the time he was 18, Hjörtur’s pornography sessions would last an 

average of 6 hours. Today he has joined a therapy program in Iceland in which he regu-

larly meets with other men and women addicted to sex and pornography. He has begun to 

stop for longer periods of time, and the community he is in now makes him feel like he is 

not alone, that he is not a monster, but a man with a problem. Every 2-3 months he re-

lapses and starts over.

Hjörtur was raised in a religious environment and during our talk, Hjörtur points 

out to me both that for a while he thought “masturbation was a sin” and that he was 

afraid that if he watched pornography and masturbated, “my ‘little guy’ is gonna grow out 

crooked”. In other words, sexuality was something which was suppressed in Hjörtur’s 

childhood, and as most experts in the post-Freudian era will agree, “the suppression of 

[childhood sexuality] creates both individual and social problems” (Fishman, 1982, p. 270). 

We may add to this that Hjörtur had a very troubled relationship with his mother. He 

explains:

My mom, she like, spanked me until I was 5. She did it at a time when she had a 
--- at the time when I was 3, my mom gave birth to my sister, and she had post-
partum depression for about a year and a half. And -- so she basically disap-
peared from my life. She was there, but not present. And as a kid, I probably 
figured that I did something wrong. So I remember starting to feel around the 
age of 4 that I was a bad person. Like, I was always getting into trouble with 
babysitters, always in trouble at school, starting to feel like that was my role. 
And it was around the age of 5 that I started masturbating.

Hjörtur experienced at a very early age a female primary caretaker being abusive 

and violent towards him, and later disappearing from his life. As he says, “she was there, 

but not present”, meaning that Hjörtur grew up believing that his mom was not absent 

because she was busy or engaged elsewhere, but because she did not like him. On a daily 

basis Hjörtur had to experience his mom ignoring him, and when he did receive attention 

it would be often be in form of physical punishment. It is therefore no wonder that Hjör-

tur quickly began to think of himself as a ‘bad person’. And at the age of 5, the masturba-

tion and the humiliation fantasies began. His sexual fantasies were about humiliation 

from the very beginning:
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It was some strange shit ... The first thing that ever turned me on was this 
Mickey Mouse cartoon in which Mickey Mouse gets humiliated in a way --- 
some leaves get stuffed down his pants and he’s trying to get them out. And I 
don’t know why but that made me really, really high and I wanted to masturbate 
... From the get-go I would never do it when my parents were home, so what I 
would do was to wait until I had a babysitter --- and, eh, I’d sit on the chair and 
I’d make them play the video ... I put like a pillow in front of me and just did it 
that way. And if she came into the room while it was going on, I would just stop 
moving, and ... all my babysitters except one or two were one night wonders, 
they left after just one night, after one session ... But it took me until I was 18 to 
connect the dots. I just thought they didn’t like me because I was bad or some-
thing. 

The scenario that Hjörtur describes here is yet another experience in which his 

sexuality becomes subconsciously connected to a feeling of inadequacy. The role of the 

babysitter is to fill the role of Hjörtur’s absent parents, more specifically his mother, and 

so when Hjörtur first starts to masturbate, it is a representation of his mother (the ba-

bysitter) that he first asks to put on the video, that, to 5-year-old Hjörtur, is considered 

highly sexual.  In this setting, however, Hjörtur still knows masturbation to be a sin and 

attempts to keep it a secret from the many representations of his absent mother – the 

babysitters. Almost none of them stay with him for more than one night, and as such 

Hjörtur experiences being abandoned again and again by a caretaker, leading him to feel 

that “they didn’t like me because I was bad”.

What this also shows in relation to Hjörtur’s later ‘addiction’ to pornography, is 

that it was not pornography that caused a desensitization in Hjörtur, ultimately creating 

a taste for humiliation fantasies. His predilection for humiliation was there from the be-

ginning, arguably brought on by a combination of sexual suppression and experiences of 

violence and neglect. Internet pornography later provided a sexual life-line in a world in 

which Hjörtur’s fantasies are considered ‘deviant’.

In other words, early experiences with pornography in childhood and early adoles-

cence are not necessarily always connected to group experiences. It remains the case, 

however, that sexual experiences in childhood and early adolescence may have a profound 

influence on how one constructs one’s sexual reality later in life. For Hjörtur, pornogra-

phy became a world into which he could escape from the sexual inferiority instilled in 

him in his childhood. For many others, however, early experiences with pornography 

were formed in homosocial settings in which pornography became a “means of identify-

ing and then confirming [one’s] own masculinity vis-á-vis that of other men” (Buchbinder, 

1991: 60).
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It is also worth noting that the popularity of the group experience of pornography 

extends into pornographic content itself, which is one way in which pornography mimics 

real-life gender relations. The content of much mainstream pornography has, over time, 

become more and more about men collectively occupying the bodies of women. Double 

penetration, double anal, gang bangs, bukake, and some gonzo castings all play on the 

idea that men come together in groups to engage in the sexual humiliation of women. 

When these acts are represented through mainstream pornography, the scenes are rife 

with male laughter, male-to-male eye contact, occasional high-fives, coy smiles from man 

to man, and men openly urging each other on in what looks like scripted abuse. When 

men are watching this kind of pornography, they are not just getting off on women; they 

are getting off to the fact that other men are getting off to women. In this way, the 

knowledge acquired from pornography about the ‘brotherhood of men’ extends far be-

yond the group experiences with pornography we have looked at in this chapter. Even 

when alone in front of his computer, a man may feel like he is part of larger male com-

munity (Buchbinder,1998), be this directly through the sharing of pornography with other 

men online (Barron & Kimmel, 2000)  or when watching a group of bantering men collec-

tively covering a woman with semen in a bukkake scene1. Arguably then, through the 

homosocial aspect of pornography consumption – be this directly in the company of 

other men or in an imagined male community – men are acquiring knowledge about what 

it means to be a male sexual being by “re-enacting some of the basic structural dynamics 

of the patriarchy, namely, the male exchange in women, in this case the exchange in fan-

tasies and images of women” (Waugh, 2001: 280).

But what does this early acquired knowledge about masculinity and sex mean for 

men later on in life? Does it mean that every man who has homosocial experiences with 

pornography in early childhood will come to replicate negative patterns of masculinity 

later in life? That they will intuitively become accustomed to sexually humiliating 

women? If we follow an effects-discourse, we might argue exactly this. However, men 

grow up acquiring new forms of knowledge throughout their lives, and while childhood 

memories are powerful, a core tenet of knowledge is that it challenges the beliefs with 

which we were inculcated in childhood. As such, some men acquire knowledge that 
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forces them to rethink what they thought they knew about pornography, what it is and 

what it means to them.

However, it is important to consider the possibility that when it comes to knowl-

edge in a patriarchal culture, much of the knowledge that already exists within a patriar-

chal framework confirms and sustains the negative and stereotyped input with which one 

is spoon fed in childhood and adolescence. Therefore, when it comes to mainstream por-

nography, it is evident that for some men, the material is not so much a separate source 

of information and knowledge as much as an integrated part of their world view. In the 

following chapter we look at how, for some, porn becomes simply an extension of sex, 

and sex becomes but an extension of porn.
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3. Porn is Sex, Sex is Porn

When knowledge of the pornographic is acquired in a strictly patriarchal environment, 

without any alternative knowledge or education to counter that which one learns, and 

under the presumption that most mainstream pornography is an expression of a patriar-

chal sexual dynamic, chances are that the dividing line between pornography and real life 

sexual experiences will be a blurry one. Common to the participants in the following 

chapter was the fact that integration of pornographic elements or even the direct copy-

ing of pornographic practice into their own sex lives was experienced as both entirely 

unproblematic and even as a natural extension of their own personal sex lives. This blurry 

relationship between pornography and reality is what has so often formed the basis of 

traditional effects-based discourse. But as we shall see, the acceptance of the porno-

graphic narrative into one’s own reality is a process that is based in knowledge, or, per-

haps more fittingly, in lack of knowledge.

3.1 Sliding it in

Jón is 27 years old, and to him pornography is as natural a part of everyday life as 

eating breakfast. Jón is a difficult person to interview. He mostly confines himself to one-

Ladies! Your man has been  watching  porno since he was 
12 years old. He has pornographic images in his head, 
and he wants to relieve some of this shit before he drops 
dead.

(Chris Rock, stand-up comedian)

Porn is just people having sex.

(Bergur)
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sentence answers and does not appear too comfortable elaborating. However, his ex-

tremely apathetic attitude to the subject (he speaks about pornography like it is toilet 

paper) combined with some important key statements reveals that Jón’s explicitly held 

knowledge is that the merging of mainstream pornography and real life is not even a sub-

ject to be debated; it just is.

Jón not only watches pornography almost every day. He also goes to an Icelandic 

torrent site on a daily basis to check for new exciting material. To Jón pornography is 

simply a part of his daily routine, and not really much different from any other daily rou-

tine. One thing that struck me, however, was that Jón explained to me that his current 

girlfriend did not watch pornography at all before she met him. However, he was eager to 

make pornography part of their sex life, and so he embarked on a mission to “slide it in” 

to use his own words. He would never start out by showing his girlfriend the material he 

was watching himself, probably because it would have scared her away. Instead Jón found 

some softer material and simply asked his girlfriend if she wanted to watch porn with 

him. She said yes right away, so the process “was pretty easy” according to Jón. I then told 

Jón that I found it interesting that he was so eager to make sure that pornography and 

his own sex life was merged in this way. He did not seem to understand what I meant. 

Towards the end of our conversation I tried to subtly indicate that I was interested in 

hearing about the differences between pornography and his own sex life. It was very diffi-

cult for him to answer. It could not possibly have been Jón’s English language skills that 

were holding him back, as his everyday work situation requires him to read and speak 

English often. After several failed attempts I decided to ask directly, and Jón’s reply re-

vealed to me that he ultimately did not compute the concept of differentiating porno-

graphic sex from real-life sex:

Me: What is the difference between the pornography you watch and the sex you 
have? -- that’s basically what I’m asking.

Jón: Mmmm --- bhh [very hesitant] -- of course -- there is -- a relationship be-
tween partners -- you know what’s going on -- and there are actors -- who get 
paid for it --

[Long break, ca. 10 seconds. I am looking at Jón waiting for more information. 
It doesn’t come. He takes a sip of his beer.]

Me: Ok, but you say there’s a relationship between the people in real life. What 
difference does this relationship make in the sex?
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Jón: [Long break, ca. 5-7 seconds] -- -- -- it makes -- -- -- -- it makes -- eh -- what 
was the question?

Me: You say that one difference between porn and real sex is the relationship 
between the people in real life. So my question is: That relationship - what dif-
ference does it make in the sex? When you have the sex?

Jón: I guess there’s more -- passion? When people are -- in love? More passion 
than with people you just -- meet -- downtown -- I think. Much more -- -- much 
more involved --- much deeper -- better. Having sex with your partner is better 
than somebody downtown, or -- you know -- it’s -- -- good -- -- does that make 
sense?

Throughout his reply Jón’s struggles to come up with an answer for me. It is very 

obvious that he has never contemplated this question before and his long breaks and 

puzzled facial expression indicates that he is considering these things for the first time 

ever as he answers me, and even then, the only difference between pornography and real-

ity that he is able to decipher on the spot is that real life people have relationships and 

porn actors get paid for what they do.

When I ask him even more directly what difference a real relationship between 

people makes in sexual relations, he quite simply does not understand the question at 

first. Only when I spell the question out for him in the utmost detail does he start to 

speak. With a skeptical look on his face and a raised eyebrow, he seemingly struggles to 

put words like ‘passion’, ‘involvement’, and ‘love’ into a coherent sentence, and even then 

it is not pornography, but “somebody downtown” that becomes the object of comparison. 

Ultimately, Jón reveals that he makes little to no distinction between the pornography he 

watches and the sex he has in real life, apart from the presence of a relationship in real 

life situations and the social and economic conditions of pornographic actors.

More than anything, this indicates that pornography and real-life are, in many ways, 

part of the same source of knowledge for Jón. He does not differentiate between them to 

any great degree, and when confronted with the fact that he has a girlfriend who does not 

watch any porn, he starts to integrate it into their sex life, so as not to deal with a sex life 

that is not informed by pornographic knowledge. From Jón’s answer above, it is evident 

that his relationship brings with it things like ‘passion’, ‘involvement’, and ‘love’, subjects 

the knowledge of which mainstream pornography simply does not provide. This creates a 

gulf between Jón’s heavy daily pornography use and the actual sex life he has, and because 

he is used to not dealing with pornography as a separate source of sexual knowledge, he 
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would rather inform his real-life sexual experience with the pornographic, rather than 

having to consider what kind of knowledge pornography brings into his life.

A perfect example of how real-life sexual experiences challenge previously held be-

liefs about sex informed by the pornographic is provided by Oddur, who says that

now I have an active sex life so I can always relate to that. I think earlier I had 
really wrong ideas about how sex was. As I said, I had these 5 years to watch 
pornography before I actually had sex -- so maybe I didn’t feel the need to just 
try to have sex, because I had the pornography.

Oddur acknowledges that real sexual experiences have provided him with the op-

portunity to review his old porn habits retroactively, making him realize that he once 

“had really wrong ideas about how sex was”, as he puts it. He accepts real life experiences 

as a source of knowledge more real than that provided by mainstream pornography. Jón 

does not.

3.2 Porn is Just People Having Sex

Another example is provided by Bergur, who we encountered in a previous chapter. 

Bergur is single and watches pornography regularly: two or three times per week and 

sometimes more. But beyond that, he is not really willing to talk about his own sex life in 

detail. However, he is of the opinion that “porn is just people having sex” and when en-

couraged to share personal details he answers: “I think you could just watch a regular 

porn movie --- that's probably roughly what I do myself.” Moreover, as he says later on, “I 

actually think that porn [was] imitating life, but now I think it has gotten a little bit the 

other way around; people doing what they see in the porn movies because that's some-

thing new and exiting or whatever”.

Now, we do not know exactly what kind of material Bergur is watching, but he has 

indicated several times during our interview that the pornography he is watching is regu-

lar straight-off-the-shelf heterosexual pornography, which means that we can with some 

degree of safety assume that Bergur is not spending his time searching for feminist sexual 

representations or egalitarian porn online. He is into what is immediately available. Even 

if we assume that Bergur is not into the most woman-degrading material produced by the 
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mainstream porn industry (i.e. Max Hardcore, etc), the point here is that if Bergur de-

cides that he wants to copy his sex life from mainstream pornography, then pornography 

and the knowledge it provides has found a way into the real world through Bergur.

What is interesting is that this is not a question of pornography having had some 

implicit and intangible “effect” on Bergur’s subconscious. Rather, he holds the explicit 

knowledge that pornography and real sex is the same. He applies no critical filter to his 

experience of the pornographic. This raises questions about the gendered nature of his 

sexual experiences. If he sees no difference between porn and real life, then how does he 

negotiate his privilege as a man when being intimate with someone? If he sees no differ-

ence between porn and real life, then what degree of sexual compliance does he expect 

from his sexual partners? In other words, if the average porn film is “roughly” that which 

Bergur does himself, do we then need to be worried? Most mainstream pornography ma-

nipulates sexual acts into bodily degradations of (mostly) women that are at best sym-

bolic and at worst very real. Whether or not this is the case of Bergur’s sex life we will 

never know. He is not willing to speak openly about his own sexual practices, so we can 

unfortunately only speculate.

3.3 Copy/Paste

Ólafur, on the other hand, is more than willing to talk to me. Ólafur does not feel 

he ever received proper sexual education in school and his parents never talked to him 

about sex when he grew up. In his own words, he “just learned from porn what sex was”. 

He says:

I just knew what to do. And I had ideas, like, ok, she’s a girl, you know, and girls 
they give a blowjob, you know ... And when you thought about girls giving you a 
blowjob, like, putting your dick in their mouth, you were like, wow, do girls DO 
that? So you saw that and saw the positions in the pornos and all that, you know. 
So I had ideas about what I wanted to do with girls. So I guess I learned that. 
That girls -- they give you blowjobs, they want to fuck like this and that, you 
know, and -- and eh, yeah, girls do anal sex, you know. So you had, you know, you 
had ideas about what you wanted to do, and then --- did.

That pornography has taken the role of sexual educator in Ólafur’s life is clear.  He 

takes the explicit knowledge pornography provides and eats it raw. The fact that Ólafur 

“just knew what to do” in his intimate life, after spending his adolescence masturbating 
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to pornography on almost a daily basis, signifies his willingness to accept pornographic 

knowledge as a blueprint for real life sexual relations. Like Jón and Bergur, Ólafur does 

not apply any critical thinking to his pornography use, and a possible result of this atti-

tude is that one indiscriminately takes in knowledge from the pornographic about how 

sex is supposed to play out in real life.

The simplicity and lack of any kind of nuance with which Ólafur describes what he 

has learned from pornography is really quite astonishing: “she’s a girl ... and girls ... give 

you blowjobs, they want to fuck like this and that, [and] girls do anal sex”. One should 

take notice of the fact that Ólafur is not simply describing that which he sees in pornog-

raphy. He makes a direct parallel to reality. In doing so, Ólafur exemplifies a lack of even 

the most basic critical thinking skills. He makes things very simple. He watches pornog-

raphy and is initially surprised at what girls are willing to do (e.g. “do girls DO that?”) 

without ever considering that reality might be somewhat more complicated. He takes in 

this knowledge and transforms it into ideas about what he wants to do with women sexu-

ally. As he says: “you had ideas about what you wanted to do, and then --- did”. Put differ-

ently: copy/paste.

Again, this is not a question of pornography having somehow ‘affected’ Ólafur’s sen-

sitive subconscious in such a way as to ultimately guide his sexual behavior. Pornography 

creates knowledge, and like with any other form of knowledge, Ólafur has the choice to 

accept it at face value, reject it, or compare it to any number of counterknowledges. He 

seemingly chooses to accept the knowledge pornography provides indiscriminately, and 

as such his willingness to use pornography as a sexual blueprint is a direct reflection of 

the explicit knowledge he takes on board from the pornographic.

Ólafur does not seem to apply any kind of counterknowledge to the knowledge 

pornography provides. Even so, he reports that he has periods in his life when he is very 

sexually active; he has a lot of sexual partners and is very sexually experienced. This 

means that he does live out much of his sexual life away from pornography and the com-

puter screen. Accordingly, if someone like Ólafur accepts pornography’s depiction of hu-

man sexuality as reality when it is not, and given that he frequently experiences sex in the 

real world, is he then not likely to eventually bang his head against a brick wall of reality, 

just like Oddur described earlier? Yes, he is. Even though we may argue for the existence 
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of a pornification of reality that blurs the line between real-life sex and porn sex, there is 

still a part of the population (those who not watch pornography) that does not yet take 

the narratives of mainstream pornography for granted in their sexual lives. This means 

that Ólafur could not possibly have upheld the illusions of the mainstream pornographic 

narrative in real life without sooner or later having experienced a reality check. And he 

has experienced reality checks.

In a longer description of how he experienced his first time having sex (which we 

shall return to later), Ólafur describes an occurrence in which reality hit home in the 

form of immense performance anxiety. In his own words, when having sex for the first 

time, he was “a little bit afraid” and “really, really worried about fucking it up”. In the end 

he was not even able to reach climax. To be afraid, to feel performance anxiety and an 

inability to reach sexual climax are intrinsic parts of a very normal sexual reality for many 

men as well as women, yet they are practically invisible in nearly all pornography. In fact 

one could say that they are the antithesis of the pornographic narrative. In other words, 

Ólafur must be very aware that reality does not always conform to what pornography has 

taught him. Yet in reporting to me he still maintains a copy/paste relationship between 

pornography and reality. Why this paradox? How can you accept pornography as a blue-

print for real life sex while you are constantly reminded that the two are very different?

One explanation could be that Ólafur sees pornography as the ultimate in sex (i.e. 

women are always into what men want, women always have orgasms, men always come on 

women’s faces, women always enjoy it, etc) and even though he knows it to be unrealistic, 

he still holds it up as his sexual ideal -- something to emulate. This, in turn, is accompa-

nied by anxiety that he may never fully live up to his idealized image of sex. Firstly, he de-

scribed to me his initial performance anxiety when having sex for the first time, and later 

he told me that “the only thing you think about at this age is ‘I have to lose my virgin-

ity’”. Or as Kimmel (2008) put it when describing the socialization of heterosexual men 

in a porn culture: “Daily life is filled with beautiful and sexual women everywhere [men] 

look ... And the Guy Code is playing an endless loop in their heads: ‘Gotta get laid, you’re 

not a man unless you try for it, keep going, what’s wrong with you?” (84). While this is 

certainly a plausible scenario that we cannot categorically rule out, there are other factors 

in Ólafur’s case that suggest an even more compelling explanation.
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3.4 Real Women as Exceptions to the Rule

After Ólafur tells me that pornography gives him ideas that he wants to try in real 

life, I ask him how he goes about trying it. He initially seems puzzled and asks: “So you’re 

saying, if I’m watching porno and I see some stuff there, and I want to do it in reality, 

then how do I get the girl to do that?” What I meant to ask Ólafur was simply how he 

lived out a pornographic fantasy in real life. But his own added assumption that this nec-

essarily means that you have to get someone to do something is interesting. As I allow 

Ólafur to answer his own question of how he gets women to do the things he wants, he 

says:

Today I just say it ... When I was starting to have sex, there were lot of things I 
hadn’t tried. But today I think I’ve tried almost everything in regular porno, like 
... hand-jobs, blow-jobs, I’ve fucked in most of the positions, ... like 69, ... anal 
sex and also -- coming in their mouths ... I also want to find out if I can do it, 
because usually, if girls don’t wanna do stuff it’s either anal sex or they don’t want 
me to come in their mouth. And, eh, from my experience, you know. And, eh, 
yeah, I want to see if I can do it.

Notice firstly that his truly incredible emphasis on the importance of trying things 

from porn in real life notwithstanding, Ólafur does not simply assume that a girl will just 

do it, no questions asked. In this particular case, it is not a question of Ólafur simply 

looking at porn, deciding that he wants to do it in real life, and then goeing ahead and 

doing it in spite of any objection on behalf of the particular woman he does it with.  The 

counterknowledge of reality has taught him that real women are not always up for any-

thing.

One must not underestimate the power of reality, and reality has hit home for Óla-

fur more than once or twice. This does not mean, however, that the knowledge pornog-

raphy has created in him is of no consequence. Ólafur knows that a lot of girls are not 

into some of the things he sees in porn and wants to do in real life (“if girls don’t wanna 

do stuff it’s either anal sex or they don’t want me to come in their mouth”), yet he hopes 

and expects from the outset that it will happen. He likes to know if he can do it. When 

speaking of pornography as a creator of knowledge, this is a case in point. Pornography 
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provides predictability and knowledge for Ólafur. While he knows that there are some 

things women do not do sexually, the explicit knowledge he takes with him from pornog-

raphy is that girls swallow and do anal unless stated otherwise. As Strager (2003) points 

out, “in life, one generally does not know how one's partner will perform sexually. But it 

is not hard to predict, for example, exactly what the women featured in the popular series 

Girls Who Suck Cock and Eat Cum are going to do” (53).

In other words, pornography provides a certain kind of knowledge about how the 

world  presumably works. More specifically it provides a narrative about what women do 

and do not do sexually. When bringing this knowledge with him into reality, Ólafur dis-

covers that a lot of the time he cannot do what pornography has taught him he can do. 

But rather than this being a wake-up-call for Ólafur about a distorted image of sex sold to 

him by a market-based industry, he instead clings to this knowledge, thinking of the 

women not as representatives of actual sexual reality, but as exceptions to the rule.

As pointed out earlier, thinking about pornography as a creator of knowledge rather 

than of effects allows for the possibility that consumers (at least to a degree) may decide 

how they want to let this knowledge guide their behavior. Ólafur appears to let the 

knowledge he obtains from pornography act as an inspiration in his real-life sexual en-

deavors. Consider here how he elaborates on his previous answer:

Before -- I always asked them about coming in their mouth. I always asked 
about that, but like, the anal -- I usually -- yeah, before and now, I either put my 
finger -- when I’m maybe on top of them or something like that -- fucking them 
--  I just put a finger where the asshole is, you know, and then I put it in and if 
she doesn’t do anything then maybe I just put [the penis] in, or I ask, you know. 
Either that or I just ask before. Maybe after we’ve been sleeping together for a 
while, then we have this discussion about sex, you know, and then I ask her what 
she likes, and then I just slip it in, coming in her mouth or anal sex or porn and 
all that, you know

If we take Ólafur’s history of pornography consumption into consideration, as well 

as his tendency to accept the pornographic as his blueprint of sexual reality, it becomes 

obvious in the above quotation that Ólafur’s idea of how anal sex is to be enjoyed comes 

almost straight out of the pornographic. In mainstream pornography no lubrication, 

warm-ups, trust, or mutuality is needed for anal sex. In fact, as some scholars have 

pointed out, mainstream (gonzo) pornography tends to frame anal sex as a violent and 

punishing act, which according to the sexual ideology of such pornography makes it ipso 

facto desirable (Jensen, 2007; Dines, 2010). But sexologists who have explored the phe-
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nomenon of anal pleasure outside the realm of the pornographic point out that there is 

an especially huge discrepancy between this sexual act as it is displayed in pornography 

on the one hand and how it might be explored and actually enjoyed on the other; through 

mutual consent practices, warm-ups, lubrication, etc (e.g. Dodson, 2003).

Ólafur’s knowledge about anal sex, however, does not spring from sexological litera-

ture, but from mainstream pornography. This direct copying of the pornographic narra-

tive into real life is what might normally be called an ‘effect’ of pornography, and if we 

want to do that, we can. However, it would be contributing to a discourse in which por-

nography takes on the role of the active subject, and in turn transforms Ólafur into a mal-

leable object. Within a discourse on knowledge, it works the other way around. Pornog-

raphy is an object, and like all other objects it provides knowledge to which the knowing 

subject can apply counterknowledge and in the process thereof interpret or reject the 

knowledge provided, based on the social and cultural situation of the knowledge he al-

ready possesses. In this way, Ólafur receives knowledge from pornography about how anal 

sex is supposed to play out. He does not filter this information with any kind of counter-

knowledge, and thus it becomes a blueprint for his own sexual reality.

While Ólafur’s description of his quests for anal pleasure (coincidentally as giver, 

not as receiver) may not sound directly violent, it does indicate a very worrying lack of 

concern over explicit sexual consent. But given that Ólafur “learned from porn what sex 

was”, this should come as no surprise. What is interesting here is that this is another ex-

ample of the ay in which a porn consumer – who employs no filter to the transition from 

porn to real life – has an encounter with sexual reality. Ólafur has learned from his en-

gagement with sexual relations in real life that you do not simply perform anal sex onto 

someone as it is depicted in most mainstream pornography. However, his sexual point of 

departure is still the explicitly held knowledge that women do anal sex, and any deviance 

from this perceived truism is considered an exception to the rule rather than a hint that 

pornography might be misinforming him.

Jón, Bergur and Ólafur were seemingly not in the least bothered about how porno-

graphic knowledge and reality merged in their lives. Following our knowledge-based ap-

proach to the role of pornography in men’s lives, this merge should be attributed to a lack 

of, for example, counterknowledge and education or simply to an enclosed schooling in 
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patriarchal models of masculine and sexual behavior. But lack of counterknowledge may 

also simply be a rejection of counterknowledge. In the following chapter we examine the 

statements of participants for whom the acceptance of pornography into their lives was 

at least partly politically motivated.
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4. Sexular Liberalism

On April 23, 2009 the distinguished feminist historian Joan W. Scott gave a lecture at the 

Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies. A comprehensive recap of her lecture 

would require much more space than I can afford to give it here, but briefly put Scott 

(2009)  showed that the idea of secularism and approaches to issues of sex and sexuality 

are often wrongfully entangled. Secularism is all too often turned into into a near univer-

sal signifier of free sexual expression for which historical arguments often remain teleo-

logical. Taking my inspiration in part from Scott’s excellent analysis of what she has fit-

tingly termed sexularism, I want to propose that mainstream liberal approaches to ques-

tions of sex and sexuality may constitute an example of what we in the previous chapter 

came to know as implicit knowledge, that is, an epistemological assumption implicitly 

informing that which is consciously (i.e. explicitly) reported about a given research par-

ticipant’s experiences with sexual matters.

My claim is that sexular liberalism (to shamelessly use and expand Scott’s term) is an 

implicit value system that informs most common knowledge of sex and sexual behavior 

in Iceland, and quite plausibly in most liberal Euro-Western contexts. In many ways I also 

owe its formulation to Foucault (1976), who described a fashionable discourse on sexual-

ity in his time that framed it as strictly a liberatory issue, and thus “the image of the im-

perial prude [was] emblazoned on our restrained, mute, and hypocritical sexuality” (3). 

While Foucault writes about a discourse that, above all else, is about the need and want 

Something  that smacks of revolt, of promised freedom, of 
the coming  age of a different law, slips easily  into this 
discourse on sexual oppression.

(Foucault, 1976: 7)

I don’t like prudes anyway, so people [who] can’t take it 
can just fuck off.

(Ólafur)
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for sexual freedom, the modern sexular liberalist ethos takes for granted that a sexual 

revolution against repressive Victorian sexual values has taken place and that ethical 

questions of sex are therefore reducible to a simple and uncomplicated “whatever floats 

your boat”-discourse paired with a continuous repudiation of what its proponents per-

ceive as ‘prudishness’. As such, the implicit statement inherent in sexular liberalism 

seems to be something along the lines of: ‘There is no reason to critically reflect on sex so 

long as everyone have the right to do what they want sexually.’ The idea of sexual rights 

(i.e. privileges)  thus becomes the standardized norm by which to judge what is sexually 

ethical rather than sexual practices themselves, just as when the idea of free speech be-

comes an ethical standpoint in and of itself rather than a critical analysis of that which is 

actually said.

In our context, I contend that, especially for some Icelandic men, this approach to 

sexual behavior and sexual culture, which is based on an altogether ahistorical and male-

privileged reading of human sexuality, can considerably stifle a given subject’s ability to 

engage with deeper-lying critiques and understandings of sexual matters.

To start at the beginning, our so-called modern liberal approach to sex has its his-

torical roots in the Enlightenment, a time in which contemporary secular intelligentsia 

helped propel the idea that “whatever forms of sexual expression created more pleasure 

than pain ... were ipso facto desirable and good” (Rousseau & Porter, 1987: 1). This is a 

historical breakaway from Thomistic Natural Law in which certain sex acts were either 

inherently bad or inherently good (i.e. procreation = good). This, in turn, has given rise to 

the contemporary secular liberal approach to sexual morality (Soble, 2004)  which is gen-

erally expressed through the opinion that all sexual activity between two or more people 

is morally permissible as long as it is engaged in voluntarily. Accordingly, it is said, sexual 

morality is of no business of the state, religion, or of any other higher authority. Regard-

less of how my participants engaged with pornography, they all expressed a very liberal 

attitude to sexual matters and would say things such as that sexual relations are “simply a 

matter of mutual consent” and that “if both partners are into [it] and it gives them both 

enjoyment and pleasure, then ... there’s nothing wrong with it.“

What I realized, however, is that this sexular liberal ethos, as it were, meant differ-

ent things to different participants. To some, it was a stepping stone on their path to-
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wards an understanding of their relationship with pornography or of whatever sexual is-

sue we happened to be discussing. To others, a rights-based standpoint stemming from a 

sexular liberal attitude to sex seemed to be all they needed in order to morally justify 

whatever sexual activity they engaged in. In the following chapter I will concentrate on 

the latter group.

4.1 Against Repressive Powers of the Past

One of my more politically engaged participants, Bergur, spends a good deal of his 

interview talking about his disdain for moral sexual authority. He hates it when people or 

political parties try to force their opinions on him, and to him it seems like everybody is 

trying to control his life. From his perspective this might involve religious authorities, 

some leftist party that “want[s] to ban this and ban that and this is bad for you, [because] 

they don’t trust you to make your own decisions”, or “feminists [who] tend to paint a very 

dark picture of everything.” As our conversation progresses into a discussion about the 

topic at hand Bergur insinuates to me that there are some very positive aspects to por-

nography. When I ask him about these, he answers:

You’ve probably heard of the sexual revolution -- starting in -- ‘67 or whatever -- 
I think that’s a good thing, I mean ... maybe you’ve seen the movie about -- the 
Hustler guy [Larry Flynt] -- don’t remember if -- ... how was it before guys like 
him came, I mean -- some might think of him as a naughty guy, who was just 
trying to exploit young girls, and whatever, and probably it’s a bit true ... but -- 
something else happened also, you know -- it became okay for both girls and 
boys to be more sexual -- you know how it was in Victorian times before -- little 
boys, when they went to sleep, had little bells attached to their penis, and so if 
they went to do something naughty, the bell rang in the other room. And again 
religion comes into that -- so I think it’s -- it’s a good thing that -- that public 
debate has opened up a bit of course.

What is interesting here is that Bergur does not define his sexually liberal attitude 

in terms of how his own sexual practices relates to the present. Rather, he defines himself 

and his own standpoint in opposition to sexually reactionary authorities of the past. He 

holds up Larry Flynt as a pioneer of sexual liberation. Even though he might have tried to 

“exploit young girls”, Bergur still thinks of Flynt as a kind of knight in shining armor who 

started the sexual revolution in the 1960s and saved the Western hemisphere from Victo-

rian repression. He even provides an (a)historical example in order to emphasize the hor-
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ror of the Victorian regime under which any form of non-procreational sexual expression 

was condemned, a tradition for which Bergur holds that religion was also responsible.

In other words, Bergur is a sexular liberal who aligns himself with the champions of 

modernity, denouncing the religious and moral authorities that pester his life whilst sub-

stituting superstition for reason. Interestingly, the pride Bergur takes in being sexually 

liberal only exists by virtue of events that predominantly took place in the past, and as 

such, his sexular liberalism becomes, using the words of Judith Butler (2008), one of the 

“hegemonic conceptions of progress [that] define themselves over and against a premod-

ern temporality that they produce for the purposes of their own self-legitimation” (1).

However, we no longer live in the Victorian era. Bergur’s reality is not fraught with 

examples of little boys having their penises attached to bells or with priests bashing him 

on the head with a Bible, yet he proudly opposes exactly such puritan practices. And he 

does not represent an isolated example. To define the relationship between sex and 

power in terms of repression in the way Bergur does is something that has a very Fou-

cauldian ring to it. Foucault (1976) pointed out how we in the Western world believe our-

selves to be helplessly under the influence of past puritan sexual values from which we we 

believe we must free ourselves through transgression. According to Foucault, one of the 

many reasons why it is so gratifying to define one’s sexual liberalism in opposition to the 

repressive powers of the past is the ‘speaker’s benefit’. If one is able to imagine that sex is 

still repressed by some puritan entity, then “the mere fact that one is speaking about [sex] 

has the appearance of a deliberate transgression” (6). It goes without saying that since no 

one in this day and age is going to conjure up plans of tying anyone’s penis to a bell, that 

is, since no one is denying us the right to be sexual in any way we want, a sexular liberal 

like Bergur needs some other entity to accuse of puritanism. Because without such an en-

tity, he will be bereft of the “conscious[ness] of defying established power” (Ibid: 6) and 

thus deprived of his sexually political sense of purpose.
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4.2 Feminism as Perceived Sexual Puritanism 

As it happens, feminism is often put in the role of such an entity, and like so many 

others, Bergur believes that “feminists tend to paint a very dark picture of everything”. 

At one point during our conversation I ask him what he personally believes is the pur-

pose of sexuality or having sex. He answers that

If you want to get philosophical it's probably like --- a - you know - an addiction 
-- but it's a built-in addiction. It's not - you know -- it's not something that you 
catch --- uhm -- yeah -- you know -- I think everybody need to - especially the 
feminists [laughs].

In this statement Bergur firstly argues that the need to express one’s sexuality is an 

incontrollable need on par with an addiction. We will return to this topic in a later chap-

ter. He then states that feminists, more so than others, need to act on this naturally 

“built-in addiction”. Underlying this statement is the sentiment that feminists have a dis-

dain for sex in general – that they are sexual prudes – and that it would therefore do them 

good to engage in more sexual activity.

Exactly because it is the feminist intellectual tradition that most often engages 

critically with questions of gender and sexuality, it should come as no surprise that it is 

feminism which must most often endure being perceived by the sexular liberal as a his-

torical reincarnation of puritanism which can only be defeated through deliberate sexual 

transgression. Just to mention a few of the other countless examples out there, it is not 

uncommon to run into comments on Icelandic debate forums and blogs proclaiming that 

it is “No wonder that you [feminists] are annoyed and angry, never getting any in your 

cubbyhole” (Ólafur Vigfús Ólafsson, 2012, my translation)2, or that it is “common knowl-

edge that these feminists wouldn’t behave like this if they got some quality penis at 

home” (Egill Einarsson, 2007 in Drífa Snædal, 2011, my translation).3

So how does Bergur transgress sexually against Victorian values, religion, left-wing 

parties and the evil feminist conspiracy? Does he try to engage in open discussions about 

sexual ethics, power relations, gender issues, or how to best maximize sexual pleasure be-
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tween partners? To find out I ask Bergur whether he considers himself a person who is 

comfortable talking about things such as sexuality or pornography. He says that:

It is just an aspect of life -- like soccer, sports, or literature, or -- just a part of 
life, like everything else. All those old people tend to want to paint it in a very 
dark color ... even nudity or whatever ... which tend to be the same people that I 
mentioned earlier, who want to control everything, you know, they want to 
think for you, because they don’t think you can do that by yourself -- so -- yeah. 
I don’t see any problem with -- naked -- men or women.

Apart from once again defining his own attitude in opposition to repressive forces; 

this time the repressive force being “All those old people”, and thus once again painting a 

picture of himself as the embodiment of Western rationality, Bergur also claims to have a 

very open attitude to questions of sexuality and porn. He says that it is as natural for him 

to talk about sex as it is to talk about soccer, sports, and literature. But as our conversa-

tion progresses, it becomes clear that Bergur’s alleged openness about sex is not what he 

claims it to be. Consider the following fragment of conversation between Bergur and me:

Me: What's the difference between --- porn and sex in real life? ... sex between 
you and your significant other -- for you personally? 

Bergur: Pheufff --- well I don't think there's much difference really

[I then decide to ask Bergur about his own sex life in order to have reference 
point]

Me: How do you have sex?

Bergur: How do I have sex? 

Me: In which way?

Bergur: Well -- pheufff [sounds baffled] -- there's only one way man! 

Me: Yes?

Bergur:  Are you talking about positions or ---? I'm not ---

Me: Talk to me.

Bergur: Mmmm. I don't know if I'm comfortable about that. 

Me: That's okay. That's totally up to you. If you don't want to, you don't do it. 

Bergur: You know, I think you could just watch a regular porn movie --- that's 
probably roughly what I do myself.

Me: A regular porn movie, right? Straight off the shelf hetero porn?

Bergur: Yeah --- sure
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Even though Bergur is proud to announce that sex is “just a part of life”, he closes 

up on me as soon as I ask him about the details of his own sex life. And instead of engag-

ing in some form of personal sexual storytelling, Bergur simply holds up pornography as a 

reference and a piece of evidence of his own sexually liberal attitude. The willingness to 

engage critically with his own attitude to the sexual is being replaced by pornography and 

the pornographic as spearhead and evidence of a liberal attitude. In this way, when con-

sumption and support for mainstream pornography becomes the yardstick by which sex-

ual freedom is measured, it follows that any attempt to engage critically with mainstream 

pornography and pornography consumption will necessarily be perceived as an attack on 

sexual freedom itself and therefore met with resistance.

On a broader level, this resistance often takes the form of what one might call per-

ceived sexual puritanism. This is when a critique revolving around sexual issues (e.g. 

mainstream pornography, prostitution, sexual violence, etc) is met with resistance in the 

form of an assumption that the incentive to engage critically with such issues is moti-

vated by a disdain for sex itself that dates back to some indefinable past era of puritan 

sexual repression to which one is obviously greatly opposed.

As such, to define the relationship between sex and power in terms of repression by, 

for example, falsely turning feminism into a modern-day reincarnation of the Victorian 

value-system, whilst simultaneously holding up mainstream pornography as one’s sexually 

liberatory yardstick, merely constitutes a narrow example of a much broader cultural 

tendency to avoid engaging with more deeply rooted questions (i.e. a radical analysis) of 

sex. Bergur is not able to define his own support for sexual modernity in opposition to 

the past. If he were to come to terms with the fact that feminists are not sexual prudes 

and are not out to control his life, then he would duly have to engage with and take seri-

ously a feminist critique of the way in which hetero-patriarchy might just have had an 

influence on the way he constructs his sexual self. Those of us who are male and feminist 

know that the feminist critique is a tough critique to face. And so Bergur chooses not to. 

It is much easier for him to pretend feminists are anti-sexual and out to prevent him 

from having sex altogether, even though he is simultaneously so uncomfortable speaking 

about his own sexual practices that he has to refer to mainstream pornography in order 

to appear sexually liberal.
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However, the limited nature of sexular liberalism does not just manifest itself as the 

demonization of feminism or the substitution of pornography for the disclosure of per-

sonal information. Most other participants were very open about their sexual practices 

and opinions, yet often these were limited to detached descriptions, fell short of any kind 

of critical engagement, and frequently seemed to directly contradict the participants’ 

claims to being sexually liberal.

4.3 The Hypocrisy of Sexular Liberalism

Hjalti is in his mid-twenties and considers himself to be a libertarian. So much so, 

in fact, that he believes in the full legalization of narcotics and, just like Bergur, he is wor-

ried about many of the roles the government has taken upon itself in Iceland. It therefore 

comes as no surprise that when it comes to sexual practices, including pornography con-

sumption, Hjalti believes that it is “simply a matter of mutual consent”. However, even 

though Hjalti seemingly takes pride in his sexular liberal standpoint, he also expresses 

attitudes of a more conservative character. During a discussion about Hjalti’s preferences 

when it comes to women he says that:

Hjalti: I could never imagine myself in a relationship with a porn star ... if we 
take an example, I wouldn’t be too open to -- surgical -- to be[ing] in a relation-
ship with a woman that had undergone surgeries and stuff -- breast implanta-
tions and stuff like that.

Me: Why?

Hjalti: I just don’t think it’s healthy and --- good.

Me: But explain this to me, why is that a person you wouldn’t be in a relation-
ship with? Because I suppose it’s her choice, she paid for it, and she can be a 
perfectly healthy individual underneath?

Hjalti: It could be, but -- I think I’d be running the risk of potentially ruining 
my social status if I -- if I didn’t tread carefully.

Me: Your own social status?

Hjalti: Yeah. Because it might be viewed by other people with skepticism.

Me: What other people? I mean that would just be hippies and radical femi-
nists?

Hjalti: And my constituents. My potential constituents perhaps [giggles].
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As we see here, Hjalti’s own personal values and preferences do not measure up to 

his ideological standpoint. The liberal outlook that he describes and takes pride in is 

counteracted here by moralistic conservatism (which might be a paradox inherent in the 

liberal conservative standpoint?) Firstly, he points out that he would not be open to being 

in a relationship with a woman who had undergone plastic surgery. When asked to elabo-

rate on this, Hjalti’s first reaction is to characterize a willingness to undergo plastic sur-

gery as not “healthy” and “good”, without going into any depth about what exactly is not 

healthy and good about it. In other words, this is just a simple prejudiced evaluation on 

Hjalti’s behalf. In an attempt to coax out Hjalti’s inner libertarian and to provide him 

with the opportunity to reconsider his stance, I propose a liberal standpoint, suggesting 

that whether or not one has undergone plastic surgery is irrelevant to one’s personality 

and that he, as a libertarian, should not care about such things. He responds by saying 

that if he was to be with a woman, who had undergone plastic surgery, it would be viewed 

by others with skepticism. One would think that it was exactly the moralistic standpoint 

of others that a true libertarian would reject as an unjustified social authority, yet Hjalti 

seems to take the views of others very seriously. As a response to this, I suggest to Hjalti 

that he need not be concerned with the opinions of others, crudely indicating that these 

others are just “hippies and radical feminists”. In this way I provide Hjalti with an oppor-

tunity to be consistent, yet he chooses to tell me that he really does hold his conservative 

standpoint because of what his constituents might think of him.

On another occasion I ask Hjalti whether he, as the sexual libertarian he is, has 

ever paid for sex. He has. When asked to describe the experience he says that:

I did pay for it, but -- but I thought it was very unappealing. [I went to] that 
brothel next to the police station. There used to be [one there]. I thought it was 
really -- there was another prostitute serving a client in the other room, and you 
could hear it and I was like “God, this is so sleazy and disgusting”, so I was like 
“Adddrh” ... and the girl wasn’t really pretty either. And it was just unpleasant 
circumstances, and I -- just didn’t get turned on at all. It was quite disgusting 
really. And -- I never felt an inclination to repeat that experience. I think it’s also 
just a bit -- morally questionable ... I think it’s not a very -- maybe I’m being -- ... 
well, there is political morality and then there is my own personal morality. [Po-
litically], it’s simply a matter of mutual consent and -- in every aspect. But in my 
own personal life I have other standards ... I just find [prostitution] very unap-
pealing ... I find the idea of purchasing sexual services just -- and selling them 
and procuring them just -- [sighs] --- I --- don’t think it’s wholesome  -- I don’t 
think it’s moral because I don’t think it’s wholesome -- I don’t think it will 
benefit anyone’s character --- of neither party involved.
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Hjalti objects to prostitution on the grounds that it is not “wholesome”; that it is 

“unappealing”, “sleazy”, “disgusting”, “morally questionable” and does not “benefit any-

one’s character”. Hjalti is for the legalization of prostitution and fully supports the right 

of sex workers to prostitute themselves, yet behind this liberal attitude Hjalti appears to 

have a lot of negative sentiment not just towards prostitution but also towards prosti-

tutes themselves. As he points out in another context, he is “not entirely empathetic to-

wards prostitutes”.

What is interesting here is that Hjalti’s disdain for prostitution is not politically 

motivated. He does not morally or ethically oppose prostitution on political grounds be-

cause it exploits the social circumstances of the less fortunate. Certainly, it would not 

necessarily be at odds with a sexually liberal rights-based outlook to think that prostitu-

tion is based in social and economic factors that are incompatible with sexually liberatory 

principles (e.g. a feminist critique). But for Hjalti this is not the case. He combines his 

sexular liberal rights-based attitude with a disdain for prostitution and prostitutes that 

has its origins in feelings of disgust and based on simple moralistic evaluations that do 

not go beyond simple prejudice, which leads me to suspect that he somehow believes 

more in his own right to use prostitutes than he believes in the prostitute’s right to be 

one. Here we see a clear disconnect between self-proclaimed sexular liberalism on one 

hand and personal morality on the other. Hjalti explicitly describes this himself when say-

ing that “there is political morality and then there is my own personal morality”. This, I 

contend, is sexular liberalism in a nutshell. As a political standpoint, it does not allow 

Hjalti to directly oppose prostitution and plastic surgery, but it is no safeguard against 

prejudice towards prostitutes or porn stars either. In other words, sexular liberalism is, in 

this case, an expression of gender and class privilege.

This paradoxical dichotomy between political morality and personal morality (i.e. 

moral hypocrisy) also appeared in other contexts. During a discussion about the pornog-

raphy industry, Bergur says:

I suppose most of the guys you've talked to -- and I think most guys think porn 
is pretty cool to a certain extent. But then again the question comes - you know 
- would you want your daughter to be involved with it? Of course not. Nobody 
wants to  - it's -- maybe you can call  it a paradox or whatever. I think it's just 
down to ethics ---- but it's not -- you know - I don't want my daughter to be-
come involved with porn or prostitution of course.
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Here Bergur makes it perfectly clear that there is an obvious difference between his  

sexually liberal standpoint and his personal morality. Throughout our interview Bergur 

has staunchly defended his own consumption of pornography as well as the existence of 

the pornography industry, yet he is perfectly aware that both he and others would never 

want their own daughters to participate in it. Another one of my participants, Ólafur, ex-

pressed a similar view, and when asking him why he wouldn’t want his daughter to be in 

the porn industry, he answered:

It’s probably the same reason, like, if I would have a daughter and she would 
come home with some guy ... and be like “Hey dad, this is -- Jón” or something 
“and we’re going to my room to watch a video” and -- because I’m a guy, I would 
be like -- “Ah, man, he is going to try to fuck my daughter” ... I know how guys 
are, because we watch porno and we wanna try to take them in the ass or come 
all over them or something like that, and I’d be like “He’s gonna try to do that to 
my daughter” and -- I would not like that for the same reason that I would not 
like my daughter to do this on film with four or five guys doing that to her, you 
know, but -- maybe because -- she is being -- fucked, you know, they are fucking 
her, coming all over her, doing all that, but of course -- she likes it, and she al-
lows it, so -- of course it shouldn’t be hard for me to accept it, you know, but -- 
that would probably be the reason.

First take notice of how Ólafur explains his disapproval of his daughter participat-

ing in the porn industry by providing an example of what guys like himself like to do to 

women. He disapproves for the same reason he would disapprove of guys like himself try-

ing to “take [her] in the ass or come all over [her]”. At this point Ólafur seems to realize 

that he is contradicting himself, but rather than trying to go deeper into the reasons for 

this contradiction, he returns to the sexular liberal standpoint, implying that his daughter 

has the right to do what she wants and that if “she allows it ... it shouldn’t be hard for 

[him] to accept”. But at this point in the conversation I try to push Ólafur a bit, asking 

him directly why it is that he would feel uncomfortable with five guys coming all over his 

daughter, regardless of whether she has the right to submit herself to such an experience. 

He answers:

Probably, like, because it’s your daughter, and the thought of five guys coming all 
over her, and it’s being filmed, and also, like -- she is so much the -- the victim, I 
think -- something towards this -- yeah -- something like that -- she is being so -- 
used, or something like that. Five guys are coming all over her, it’s very personal 
and -- she’s the victim, it’s being filmed, and everybody can see it, it’s your 
daughter -- maybe you’re thinking also about what other people think, you know 
-- so it’s something -- a little bit of all those things I guess. But -- like I told you 
before, I am really open-minded, and eh, -- even though -- even if my name 
would come up and everyone would know this about me, I would probably not 
care, so -- I don’t think it’s taboo to talk about this or do these things, you know, 
I don’t like prudes anyway, so people that can’t take it can just fuck off.
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As soon as I push Ólafur to go beyond the liberal rights-based approach to a ques-

tion of sexuality, he starts to uncover reasons and emotions that seem very new to him. 

With a very thoughtful and pensive look on his face, using many breaks and empty-word 

sentences, he uncovers that the reason he would feel uncomfortable with five guys com-

ing all over his daughter has nothing to do with prudishness towards a certain sexual act, 

but with what such an act would imply to him. It would be very “personal” that she would 

be “used” and turned into a “victim” for everyone to see. However, part of Ólafur’s rea-

soning also has to do with how his daughter participating in such an act would reflect 

negatively on him, and as such he espouses the same paradoxical conservative worries 

that Hjalti expressed in relation to plastic surgery and his personal reputation. And yet, 

at this point Ólafur realizes what he is doing and he withdraws once again into his sexular 

liberal stance in which a deeper-lying analysis of the issue I have presented him with is of 

no relevance. He doesn’t “like prudes anyway, so people that can’t take it can just fuck 

off.”

When the sexular liberal approach to sexual matters is taken simply as a moral 

stance in and of itself, it strongly limits the ability to engage with and answer deeper-lying 

questions about gender, sexuality, personal sexual practices and desires in relation to oth-

ers. Insofar as one defines sexual freedom at least in part as an open and fruitful discus-

sion between individuals about sexuality and sexual pleasure, the sexular liberal approach, 

when taken as a standalone set of moral principles, fails miserably.

As we have seen in the above examples, the failure of the sexular liberal approach is 

evidenced by a range of different paradoxes. Bergur defines his own sexual liberalism in 

opposition to sexually repressive forces that no longer exist, and he holds up pornography 

as an example of his own sexual practices, refusing to disclose personal information in 

spite of his self-proclaimed liberalism. He thereby avoids engagement with any deeper 

lying questions about his own sexual practices. Hjalti would never be in a relationship 

with a porn star because of what his constituents might think of him, and even though 

his “political morality” motivates him to be in favor of the legalization of prostitution, his 

“personal morality” finds it “sleazy”, “disgusting” and not “wholesome”. In both cases it is 

a rights-based sexular liberalism which ensures that he stops short of engaging with un-

derlying questions of gender and sexuality. Both Bergur and Ólafur staunchly defend por-

nography and pornography consumption, yet they would never want their own daughters 
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to be involved in the porn industry. This latter fact is an expression of some deep-lying 

knowledge about the possible ills of pornography or of the porn industry. However, these 

are never fully expressed, and when pressed, Ólafur seems to fluctuate between his 

standalone rights-based sexular liberalism and some kind of more thorough understand-

ing of the issue, yet in the end he chooses the former, thereby dodging a potentially fruit-

ful discussion about the issue at hand.

The sentiments and attitudes that I have analyzed above are all examples of how 

sexular liberalism often functions as a roadblock on our path to a more ethical under-

standing of sexual issues, a roadblock often expressed through a range of peculiar para-

doxes. Accordingly, based on the ideas of Foucault (1976) and Scott (2009), sexular liberal-

ism can be seen as a concept which assumes that a kind of historical sexual liberation has 

taken place, that we have effectively freed ourselves from the shackles of sexual repres-

sion and are therefore beyond struggles for sexual freedom. However, Foucault (1994) has 

duly drawn attention to the fact that sexual “liberation” in and of itself “does not give rise 

to the happy human being imbued with a sexuality to which the subject could achieve a 

complete and satisfying relationship” (283-284). Thus, it is not enough for my participants 

to assume that they have long since come out on the other side of history free from sex-

ual repression. As Albury (2009) puts it, they “cannot simply declare themselves ‘empow-

ered’, and be done with it” (650). Instead, it is important to keep in mind that the his-

torical liberation from repressive forces merely “paves the way for new power relation-

ships, which must be controlled by practices of freedom” (Foucault, 1994: 283-284).
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5. Men’s Critical Attitudes

As we saw in the previous chapter, some men’s ability to formulate a critique of pornog-

raphy was severely stifled by their sexual politics. For them, the sexular liberalist stance 

on matters of sexuality ensured that the entire concept of pornography – in all its infinite 

nuances – was lumped together into one uniform signifier of human sexual liberation. 

Other participants, however, seemed capable of remaining critical towards pornography. 

Even so, their critiques were almost always bound up with a sense of gendered privilege 

in one way or the other. In the chapter that follows we examine the statements of a 

handful of men who attempted to engage critically with pornography, questioning both 

its content and production conditions.

5.1 An Exception 

One participant in particular stood out as an example of how a thorough counter-

knowledge to pornified ideas might mean a great deal to some men. Ásgeir considers 

himself to be very a left-leaning social liberal. Like all my other participants he believes 

that people have the right to do whatever they want sexually, and like other participants 

he had experiences with pornography both in childhood and adolescence, but never had a 

I think its a good thing  that emotional scars are invisible 
because if emotional scars were visible porn would be 
disgusting.

(Doug Benson, stand-up comedian)

It is an old problem  for liberal theory  how far people 
should have the right to do the wrong thing.

(Dworkin, 1981b: 177)
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very regular set of porn habits. Today he has not watched pornography for 10 years. He 

explains:

My wife and I have talked a lot about feminism - we’re both feminists - and 
when I met her she just sort of opened my eyes to a lot of things connected to 
feminism. For example the porn thing. That might explain the last 10 years - 
we’ve been together for 14 years ... we were always able to talk about this

As our interview progresses, Ásgeir continues:

I think [pornography is] in most cases degrading to women - and to men as well 
-- what can I say -- it doesn’t interest me ... The whole business of pornography 
is really sickening -- maybe it’s also -- I had this -- when I was studying at the 
university ... we had this course called ‘Violence in Porn and Media’ -- it was -- 
yeah, we had to watch a porn film to analyze it. And that course also had a big 
influence on me. It was exactly 10 years ago. There was a lot of discussion in 
class about pornography ... It opened my eyes even more -- and also reading arti-
cles about the porn industry.

Firstly, during the last 10 years Ásgeir has acquired a variety of knowledge outside 

the confines of the traditional social education in masculinity (see chapter three), some 

of which is specifically related to pornography. Not only have he and his wife come to 

share the same egalitarian values in the form of feminist ideas, he has also added to his 

explicitly held knowledge about the pornographic by taking a class about it at the univer-

sity. One would be hard pressed to find a clearer example of how the practice of acquiring 

explicit counterknowledge of the pornographic can subvert the perceived truism that ‘all 

men watch porn’ (Liew, 2009). Ásgeir engaged in personal and formal education about 

pornography, which helped to change his subjective norms and thus his attitude towards 

the act of pornography consumption, after which he simply stopped for good.

Notice also that even though Ásgeir takes a very critical stance against pornogra-

phy, he does not lump all pornography together in the same category. As he says, pornog-

raphy is “in most cases degrading to women” (my emphasis). He thereby acknowledges that 

pornography per se does not have to be inherently degrading. Rather, it was by educating 

himself about the “porn industry” that he came to believe that the “whole business of 

pornography is really sickening”. As such, Ásgeir is an example of someone who engages 

critically with pornography, without treating it as a generic entity per se.

However, for all other participants who espoused a critical attitude towards por-

nography, it seemed that their self-perceived critical attitudes were bound up in a sense 

of gender-based privilege.
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5.2 Going Along With It

Bjarki has been watching pornography online since he was 12 years old, but at the 

time of our interview he has not watched any porn for at least 8 months. The reason is 

that he began to question the content of most mainstream pornography. He says:

When I was young, I didn’t really know anything [about porn], so it seemed 
weird at first -- -- these clips where they were just sort of humiliating the 
woman. Ehm -- like coming in her face and calling her names and -- and just 
generally treating her like shit. Ehm -- when I was young I didn’t really -- I was 
like “This is strange”, but whatever --- but later I sort of started to realize that -- 
you know -- my dad was this sexist asshole, and I always tried to, you know, not 
be sexist. I always put some ambition into that, so I guess that is why I sort of 
quickly -- shied away from those things, and just -- in general I stay away from 
the -- -- you know, the -- at least 90% of all porn

Like in the case of other participants, Bjarki’s first reaction to mainstream pornog-

raphy was one of surprise. It seemed “weird” to him that all immediately available por-

nography seemed to have the sexual humiliation of women as its core theme. Bjarki per-

ceived the situation as ‘weird’. Maybe this springs from his assumption that women 

should not be sexually humiliated; an assumption most men arguably have before the first 

experience with mainstream pornography informs them otherwise. Bjarki, however, does 

not buy into the message that mainstream pornography is trying to sell him. Bjarki claims 

that he has always attempted to distance himself from his father’s sexism, and that it is 

this attitude that led him to think about how most pornography displays gender rela-

tions. This is a critical reading on Bjarki’s part. As a result, he started being very picky 

about the pornography he was watching and stayed away from the most humiliating dis-

plays of male sexual power.

Then I ask Bjarki how he went about finding pornography online that was accept-

able to him, to which he answers that he “always go[es] to ... the amateur button, because 

I find that that contains the least amount of bullshit” as well as being the place where 

one is least likely to find the more extreme and humiliating content. Take note of the fact 

that for a person like Bjarki, who reads into pornography critically and wants to enjoy 

pornography that is free of sexism, the only non-paying option he has is to seek out 

places where mainstream material is merely less likely to pop up. As Bjarki says, there are 

sites online dedicated to making non-exploitative pornography. Indeed, whilst both con-

troversial and often rendered invisible, the more independent sphere of the pornography 
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industry is still run by many (self-proclaimed) feminist producers. However, on the sites 

on which one can access this material, one still has to pay substantial amounts for mem-

bership: And Bjarki did not want to pay for pornography because, as he says, “paying for 

porn just seems more pathetic”. Depending on what school of radical feminist sexual 

theory we belong to (anti-pornography or sex radical), we may either argue that the 

stigma attached to watching pornography prevents Bjarki from acting upon his critical 

counterknowledge to the mainstream pornographic by making him feel “pathetic”, or we 

may argue that Bjarki’s unwillingness to pay up makes his claim to aspire to not be “this 

sexist asshole” sound a bit hollow. He did not want to watch that which he deemed to be 

sexist pornography. He preferred to watch non-sexist pornography, but was not willing to 

pay for it, while at the same time continuing to cruise for material on the free tube sites, 

albeit under the amateur section.

Had Bjarki been able to find material that was acceptable to him, all might have 

been well and good, but staying on the free tube sites came with a cost on its own. Some-

times it was just too difficult for Bjarki to find acceptable material, and so sometimes he 

would just watch whatever was immediately available. He explains:

Sometimes I even go along with it even if it’s not quite --- naah -- like those vid-
eos that are really -- well, seem to be popular, there are a lot of them, I mean -- 
on youporn there’s a --- there’s this stuff where a guy pretends to be -- eh, pre-
tends to be doing a job interview -- for a porn film -- but actually he’s not, so -- 
it’s just -- I don’t know -- I get the feeling that it’s sort of custom made for the 
guys who hate women -- they sort of get something out of seeing a woman being 
fooled and exploited ... I just fast forward over the story line part where he is 
like talking to her and just get to the sex and ... then it doesn’t really matter. 
Then it’s sort of detached from the bullshit story -- ehm -- I mean I know that 
those things are staged -- I mean they’re not really fooling women.

Bjarki here describes how he, in spite of his intentions to stay away from the most 

sexist pornography, sometimes ends up watching it anyway. In other words, Bjarki’s ex-

plicitly held knowledge is that a lot of pornography is “custom made for the guys who 

hate women”, yet his decision to act against this knowledge testifies to the existence of 

an altogether different implicit impulse.

He describes a form of pornography in which “a guy ... pretends to be doing a job 

interview”. The pornography Bjarki describes is not an individual scene, but a recurring 

theme in gonzo pornography in which a woman is being interviewed by a subjective cam-

era or from a point-of-view shot. During the interview a woman is typically interrogated 
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about her sexual experiences, enticed to sex, paid for sex, tricked into sex, and so on, be-

fore the pornographic scene commences.  One very popular example of this form of por-

nography is Bangbus.com, which is a website that specializes in what one might call ‘in-

terview gonzo’. The plot is simple. A few guys drive around a bus, see an attractive 

woman and asks her if she wants to have sex with them on the bus. She always agrees. Af-

ter the sex she is thrown out of the van and left on the side of the road. The site openly 

describes itself as a place “where hundreds of the hottest amateur girls [are] picked right 

off the street, banged on the road and then tossed back out to the curb!” (Hinson & 

Davis, 2013). In the words of Robert Jensen (2007), websites such as Bangbus.com, 

Slutbus.com, BangBoat.com, etc. conveys a very clear unapologetic message that women 

“just deserve to be fucked, and left on the side of the road, with post-adolescent boys 

laughing as they drive away -- while men at home watch, become erect, masturbate, ob-

tain sexual pleasure, and ejaculate, and then turn off the DVD and go about their lives” 

(15). Put differently, Bjarki might have a very good point in saying that this kind of por-

nography is “sort of custom made for the guys, who hate women”.

This critical attitude towards gonzo pornography is what makes it all the more in-

teresting that Bjarki often ended up “go[ing] along with it”. He explains himself by saying 

that he would always just fast forward over the story line to skip to the sex, so that the 

sex acts themselves became detached from the “bullshit story” in which women are being 

degraded and humiliated. Bjarki has a point in insinuating that heteropatriarchal culture 

manipulates sex acts into what they become in mainstream pornography. However, it 

does not change the fact that within the confines of a gonzo film, the sex act does not all 

of a sudden become a radical display of mutual pleasure and egalitarian sexual values after 

a woman is verbally humiliated in a pre-coital interview session.

But as Bjarki adds, he knows it is staged. He knows that they are not really fooling 

women. He believes that while others watch this form of pornography because they hate 

women, he himself is able to watch it without it saying anything about him. Because re-

gardless of the effect, non-effect, or knowledge pornography provides, the mere fact of 

watching it says something about the subject that engages with it. As Jensen (2007) has 

pointed out:
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Mirrors can be dangerous, and pornography is a mirror. Pornography as a mirror 
shows us how men see women. Not all  men, of course -- but the ways in which 
many men who accept the conventional conception of masculinity see women ... 
Pornography forces women to face up to how men see them. And pornography 
forces men to face up to what we have become. The result is that no one wants 
to talk about what is in the mirror (14).

Bjarki’s insistence that his pornography habits do not say anything about him testi-

fies to his sense of privilege; it is ever only the ‘other men’ for whom pornography is a 

mirror.

5.3 Warped Standards

At the time of our interview, however, Bjarki has not watched pornography for at 

least 8 months. He has made a conscious decision to stop. However, his decision seemed 

to have had less to do with his ambitions to not be a “sexist asshole” and more to do with 

his own sexual health. He explains:

I don’t do it at all  these days -- but -- yeah, it was sort of after I read this article 
on -- I don’t know, it was some psychology magazine, ehm ... Basically the article 
made a lot of points that pornography use was unhealthy for a relationship, so I 
-- that’s when I just decided to cut it all together. It was fine -- I wasn’t really 
using that often at the time, so I was just -- yeah -- it wasn’t a problem really. 
There were other reasons too. I didn’t wanna sort of pollute my mind with these 
warped --- standards -- I mean, I was -- I was finding myself thinking -- with my 
first and second girlfriend, like -- “blah, they don’t look like the porn actresses!?!” 
You know obviously I didn’t think that a lot, but I felt myself being dissatisfied 
that they didn’t look like them, so --- and obviously the actresses ... are ridicu-
lous, you know, like they pick the top 1/2 per cent to begin with and then they 
augment them with silicone and -- body make-up and -- whatever -- so I -- I 
just... a large part of why I quit was because I wanted to be more satisfied with 
real women, you know. And that worked. It really did. It didn’t take that much 
time for my mind to just settle into the --- normal standard. Maybe four months 
at most. I was single at the time, but I still didn’t want to use it, because I didn’t 
wanna screw up my standards before my -- next date. So I just started using my 
imagination instead, so -- which is not quite as -- doesn’t give you as much of a 
buzz, but -- it’s not as fast -- not as quick working, eh, but I mean -- it’s ok I 
guess.

Notice firstly that Bjarki’s decision to stop seems to be a direct result of sexual 

counterknowledge in the form of an article in a psychology magazine. Secondly, notice 

that Bjarki’s decision to stop came conveniently at a time when stopping was not so diffi-

cult. He was not using pornography so much at the time, so stopping was less of a hassle 

than if he had been in a compulsive cycle of pornography use. Thirdly, Bjarki realized that 
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he was becoming increasingly dissatisfied with the fact that his girlfriends did not look 

like porn actresses, and his need and want to function sexually in the real world became a 

reason for quitting.

The story of “warped standards” that Bjarki describes is not new in research on 

pornography. In a major qualitative study carried out by Paul (2005), she points out that 

men, who watch pornography, “can become attracted to an artificially re-created zoom-

pop version of female sexuality” (95). This is an example of desensitization to porno-

graphic material, and as mentioned in chapter one, it is an example of how pornography 

may affect those who watch it. However, even this ‘effect’ is still sensitive to counter-

knowledge. Bjarki was somehow aware that reality was different from the pornography 

he was indulging in. Reality provided for him a different source of information that he 

could contrast with the knowledge of the pornographic, and as soon as he decided to cut 

off one source of information and focus on another (e.g. reading about the possibly harm-

ful effects of pornography), a newfound sexual reality began to inform his tastes and pref-

erences. In other words, his associative memory no longer implicitly connected good sex 

with breast augmentations and body make-up, but with something else entirely.

We may then ponder the nobility of Bjarki’s intentions. Did he quit pornography 

because he did not want to be a “sexist asshole” or because “didn’t wanna screw up [his] 

standards before [his] next date”? The former possibility would signify that Bjarki actu-

ally “put some effort” into not being a “sexist asshole” like his dad, which would be a no-

ble and selfless intention. However, the latter possibility would signify that his intentions 

are bound up with his own sense of sexual opportunity, and thus his own gendered privi-

lege.

Take notice of the way in which Bjarki implicitly knows that pornography, to him, 

portrays a higher sexual standard than that of sex with women in real life. Mainstream 

pornography will “screw up [his] standards” for real-life women even though women in 

mainstream pornography “are ridiculous”. Bjarki’s explicit knowledge here is that most 

real women are not augmented by “ridiculous” silicone and body make-up, but his im-

plicit knowledge is that these attributes constitute a higher sexual standard than that of 

real-life women, which becomes Bjarki’s reason for quitting pornography. He knows that 
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if he continues watching pornography, his future sexual opportunities will become lim-

ited.

In this way, Bjarki’s decision to quit pornography becomes an example of the possi-

bility that there is such a thing as being critical of pornography for the “wrong” reasons. 

Do you dislike mainstream pornography because of how it mostly represents women as 

consistently submissive within the sexual gender-binary, or because of the way in which 

pornography heightens that which you perceive as your sexual standards and in turn low-

ers your chances of sexual liaisons? I am not saying that quitting pornography because 

you are a feminist is right and quitting to improve your standards “before [your] next 

date” is wrong. I am merely saying that one reason is bound up with men’s sense of sexual 

privilege more so than the other, and that this is something which must be taken into 

consideration when evaluating men’s criticisms of pornography.

5.4 “I Can’t Solve This Problem for You”

This seemed to be the case for more than a few participants. Alexander is one par-

ticipant for whom pornography takes up a minuscule part of life. He is a father and a 

husband with a busy job, so pornography is not something he really has time for. He 

watches it maybe once every three months when he is too lazy to use his imagination. In 

discussing the ethical aspects of pornographic content, he says:

I know the whole issue about how degrading it is to women -- and so on  -- and 
how really - I mean the, eh -- the feminist movement is completely dead against 
it because it keeps -- a set of rules running -- which keeps the male domination 
going -- in a certain way -- so there’s a bad side to it as well, of course, yes. And I 
fully support that -- but I can’t -- I can’t solve this problem for you - I, eh -- I 
find it intriguing and titillating just as any man does ... but I also feel -- shameful 
and, eh -- and eh -- yes, it’s -- it’s a taboo subject you wouldn’t discuss in any 
company, and we’re doing this ... so -- it’s a delicate subject. So -- so I don’t know 
how I feel about it; it’s there -- and it’s been there since -- since -- since Roman 
times -- in  -- in some form -- and eh -- it’s a -- it’s a cultural thing, and I mean -- 
I gather that different cultures handle it differently.

Like Bjarki, Alexander expresses a inclination to be critical towards pornography. 

The critique he manages to formulate relates to the possibility that pornography might 

be helping to sustain a patriarchal set of rules in society. However, it is interesting how 

Alexander – while trying to show support for the idea that not all pornography is an un-
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complicated display of egalitarian and mutual  orgasm – manages to distance himself 

completely from the critique that he himself formulates and at the same time attempts to 

avoid taking any kind of stand on the matter.

Firstly, he does not even present himself as the source of his critique, rather, it is a 

feminist critique that he “fully” supports, yet at the same time he “can’t solve this prob-

lem” for me, curiously insinuating that I am asking him to solve a problem, when I am 

merely asking him for his opinion. The problem for Alexander, of course, is that if he is 

pressured to state an opinion, he will be expected to be able to follow up that opinion 

with appropriate action, i.e. put his money where his mouth is, which he is unable to do. 

This makes him feel ‘shameful’ in his own words, and as Bartky (1990) has argued, shame 

may be a “wholly understandable response to behavior which is seriously at variance with 

principles” (55). At first glance, I am therefore willing to accept Alexander’s ‘shame’ as an 

expression of how his pornography habits is at variance with his self-proclaimed pro-

feminist principles.

However, accepting his ‘shame’ as genuine becomes harder when he follows up with 

the insinuation that porn will never go away and that he, as a man, simply looks at it be-

cause he likes it. When he says that he finds it “intriguing and titillating just as any man 

does”, he is creating an excuse based on the habitual sense of security and feeling of 

authenticity (see chapter two as well as Behnke and Meuser, 2001; Meuser, 1998) that 

comes from knowing that ‘this is what guys do’, and when he says that “it’s been there 

since ... Roman times”, he is echoing what appears to be almost a mutually agreed upon 

excuse among some Icelandic men for watching porn without engaging in any kind of 

critical evaluation of that which is being watched. For example, my participant Vilhjálmur 

said that “[P]orn has been -- has been found on the walls of Pompai [so] It will always be 

everywhere” and in my interview with Bergur, he argued without any intention to be 

funny that “Neanderthals liked to do it doggy-style”. In all three cases, a completely ahis-

torical account of pornography is used as excuse for not really engaging critically with its 

content.

In the case of Alexander, the result is that he comes across as trying to position 

himself outside of the debate as an objective and critical bystander while simultaneously 

accepting his privilege to consume pornography, i.e. ‘I agree with the feminist critique of 
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porn, but 1) porn will never go away, 2)  I’m a man, so I like it, so 3) I can’t help you.’ In 

effect Alexander manages to accept a critical inclination towards pornography in one sen-

tence, and then dismiss it completely in the next. When it comes to pornography con-

sumption, this is another example of how different forms of knowledge are in conflict 

within the individual viewing subject. Alexander knows the feminist critique of pornog-

raphy, yet this knowledge is in conflict not only with his need to watch pornography from 

time to time, but also with the broader sexular liberal tendency in society to frame por-

nography as a continuous historical inevitability that is produced solely for the purpose 

of its own self-justification (Butler, 2008).

5.5 The Addiction Argument

Another participant who attempted to engage critically with pornography was Od-

dur. At one point during our interview he said that:

in pornography it’s a bit --- the male is dominant and sort of uses the woman 
like -- you know, like a tool. And it really bothers me sometimes and sometimes 
afterwards I feel extremely bad that I’ve been watching it. But then -- I forget 
about this bad feeling immediately when I feel the need some other time to 
watch [porn]. It’s like an addiction. I think I understand that it is an addiction, 
but like with all addictions it’s pretty difficult to ---- change it or stop it.

Interestingly, Oddur seems to need no education in feminist theory to recognize 

the fact that most mainstream pornography portrays men as being sexually dominant, 

and women as being sexual tools and objects created for the pleasure of men. This is a 

critical reading that positions mainstream pornography in opposition to Oddur’s personal 

egalitarian values. Oddur also says that this “really bothers” him sometimes, and for good 

reason. It can indeed be “difficult not to see the concentrated woman-hating and subtle 

(and sometimes not-so-subtle) violence that saturates most of these “mainstream” videos” 

(Jensen, 2002), and so if one prides oneself on being an empathetic human being, it would 

indeed be strange if one was not bothered by the content of a lot of immediately avail-

able pornography. As such, Oddur also feels “extremely bad” sometimes after he has 

watched pornography, but curiously, he forgets about this feeling when the need to watch 

porn arises again.
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The discrepancy between Oddur’s critical attitude brought on by the knowledge 

that mainstream pornography posits women as dehumanized sexual objects, on one hand, 

and his need to watch pornography on the other is what he deems to be an addiction. He 

‘needs’ to watch pornography even though his personal ethics tell him otherwise. On the 

surface this makes sense if we define an addiction partly as that which one must compul-

sively continue doing against one’s better knowledge.

However, it is also important to realize that Oddur uses the term ‘addiction’ in a 

culture that is obsessed with addictions, and in which any thing from exercise, gambling, 

eating, shopping, and internet surfing to television watching and sex can be considered 

full blown addictions under the wrong circumstances (Joinson et al., 2007). The idea that 

one can become addicted to pornography specifically is also a popular media darling (e.g. 

Singel, 2004), and has been widely discussed by mental health professionals (e.g. Cordon-

nier, 2006; Doidge, 2007; Meerkerk et al., 2006). The discourse of pornography con-

sumption as an addiction has been followed up by the development of psychotherapeutic 

treatment programs (e.g. Putnam & Maheu, 2000) and even online self-help groups 

(Cavaglion, 2008). If one googles ‘pornography addiction’, one will also find that a lot of 

the help offered to pornography addicts is through conservative or faith-based organiza-

tions, websites, and forums. In other words, one does not have to wander far from the 

porn-glorifying discourse of mainstream pop-culture to find its diametrical opposite in 

the almost apocalyptic online information stream on the addictions and personal ruins 

that pornography seemingly brings with it.

Given the popularity of addiction discourse in popular culture, it is no surprise that 

Oddur is quick to apply the addiction label to his pornography habits. We also have to 

realize that Oddur’s explanation of his perceived addiction comes conveniently right af-

ter his admission of watching a type of pornography that he deems to be ethically un-

sound. Note that I, as a researcher, need not make judgments here; this is all according to 

Oddur’s own standards.

As such, when it to comes pornography consumption, a discourse of addiction is 

tactically a great way for the ethically troubled consumer to continue indulging in mate-

rial that glorifies male sexual supremacy without having to face up to his actions by either 

justifying his continued consumption or stopping it altogether. In Oddur’s case, his per-
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sonal ethical dilemmas about his pornography habits are conveniently written off as an 

addiction. He fits the profile of the self-perceived ‘addict’, who “excuses uncontrolled be-

haviors and ... interpret[s] ... lack of control as the expression of a disease that [he] can do 

nothing about” (Peele, cited in Jaffe, 1990: 1426).

In light of Oddur’s story we might put forward the possibility that while a male 

consumer may very well engage in a critical reading of the pornographic (“the male is 

dominant and sort of uses the woman ... like a tool”), he may also at the same time attrib-

ute any engagement with pornographic material – that he himself knows to promote 

male sexual supremacy – to pornography’s ‘well-known addictive effects’, thereby absolv-

ing himself of any ethical and personal responsibility. This is further highlighted by the 

way in which Oddur ‘treats’ his so-called addiction. Oddur has a close friend with whom 

he agrees that pornography can be somewhat problematic at times. He elaborates:

Well, my friend [and I are] very open to each other about anything, and we both 
realize that it’s like an addiction sometimes. And we were even working together 
to try to -- go into competition by counting the number of days that we didn’t 
watch any pornography. We had an online calendar to count it, and then -- if we 
did watch something, we would have to register it there, and we had to give a 
number of how bad it was -- like from 1 to 10, 10 being -- I don’t know, just some 
very nasty porn, and 1 would be a girl in bikini or something. So we had to do 
this --- and when it was on 15 days ... we would fail, and it would be something 
on the scale --- I think in a way I was always very open about this to my wife and 
then girlfriend -- but she doesn’t accept it so much, and my friend’s girlfriend 
she -- is much more open, I mean ... she accepts it in a way and then sometimes 
even watch it together -- use it like a foreplay or something.

As Oddur explains this to me, it is as if he is effectively presenting himself as an in-

nocent victim of a world in which pornography is omnipresent and impossible to escape 

– so accessible and powerful is the pornographic drug that Oddur cannot stop. He is ad-

dicted. But even in this state of complete helplessness, the hero in Oddur rises to resist, 

however futile his efforts may be. He and his comrade decide to stop together only to 

find that they are up against an all too powerful enemy. There is nothing they can do. 

They fail heroically. Or at least that is how Oddur appears to interpret his ordeal. In the 

above Oddur manages not only to absolve himself of any responsibility in relation to his 

own personal ethics; he even manages to come off as a hero, who tried but failed. Once 

again, addiction discourse provides absolution. Without it, questions would demand an-

swers and responsibility would have to be taken.
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In reality, the story Oddur tells above is not a story of how he heroically attempted 

to engage critically with pornographic material. In the words of Mulvey (1975), this is a 

story of how the “determining male gaze projects its phantasy on to the female form” (9). 

It is not enough for Oddur and his friend to simply stop a behavior that they find prob-

lematic. Rather, they choose to set up an online calendar in which they can rate the se-

verity of their relapses. One’s thoughts go back to popular internet rating sites like ‘Hot 

or Not’ and Facebook’s infamous predecessor ‘Facemash’ on which photographs of pre-

dominantly female students were rated according to attractiveness-level by predomi-

nantly male students. The only difference here is that Oddur and his friend rate women 

in relation to the ‘nasty’-ness-level of the porn they participate in, placing Oddur and his 

friend in the position of all-powerful male spectators, and women as mere representatives 

of the pornography that they are pretending to abstain from watching.

Also, the humorous aspect of adding a rating system to their project of course en-

sures that the entire point of their agreement is to fail. If they do not relapse, the online 

calendar would be pointless. The rating system also ensures that any given woman who 

functions as the pornographic object becomes reduced to “the concern [Oddur] feels for 

her [and to that which] makes him act the way he does. In herself the woman has not the 

slightest importance" (Boetticher in Mulvey, 1975: 10). In this way Oddur’s attempt to 

deal with his addiction (which was already an excuse for self-perceived problematic be-

havior in and of itself) becomes but another excuse for reproducing the gendered hierar-

chies in exploitative pornography that he earlier purported to be against.

Finally, Oddur once again makes himself out to be the hero and helpless victim on 

his road to recovery from his addiction when he says that “I was always very open about 

this to my wife and then girlfriend”. He does not realize that his honesty and openness 

does little to change that which he actually does. Instead, he manages to make his wife 

appear prudish because she, unlike the girlfriend of his best friend, “doesn’t accept” his 

pornography use.

In all of this, the important thing to notice is that Oddur, in some instances, ap-

pears to be engaging in a critical reading of pornography, yet at the same time his contin-

ued consumption of that which he himself deems to be unethical is excused with a decla-

ration of addiction, which, in Oddur’s case, ends up replicating the pornographic narra-
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tive which he initially claims to be against. In other words, the discourse of addiction 

becomes, for Oddur, a way to avoid taking responsibility for his own code of ethics and 

to render invisible the sexual objectification of women that he himself takes part in.

5.6 Male Privilege as Bystander Effect

Some participants did not even consider reading critically into pornography unless 

they were asked directly or unless I insisted that they do it. I include the following two 

participants in this chapter not because they are good examples of Icelandic men being 

critical towards pornography, but because they constitute shining examples of how male 

privilege can take on the form of the bystander effect, which in turn may be bound up 

with their refusal to engage critically with their own pornography habits.

When I ask Ólafur if he ever, while watching pornography, thinks about the cir-

cumstances under which it has been produced, he answers:

No. I think about many things in this world, like, you know, where clothes are 
made, and of course why women go into porn and all that, but ... it’s not when I 
am watching porn or when I am buying the clothes. It would be, like, when I’m 
with my friends or partying or something like that and we are discussing these 
things, you know, then I would think about it and speak about it, maybe I was 
reading a book about it or something and I would think about it, you know. But 
I usually never - I don’t know why - never think about things when I do it. 
When I’m watching a porno I don’t think about, like, ‘Why did that women get 
into that?’, or ‘Is she on drugs?’ or something, or, like, when I go to the store to 
buy my jeans, I’m not thinking about ‘Is this fair-trade or was it a little child 
who made this?’ you know. I’ve often thought about it afterwards or before, you 
know, but never while doing it.

As Ólafur says, he is quite capable of engaging in an intellectual discussion with his 

friends about the origin of things, about broken lives in the porn industry or about 

sweatshops in the third world. He is technically capable of critical thinking. He is theo-

retically able to engage in a critical reading of pornography if he wants to. However, when 

engaging in a behavior that he knows might contribute to the problem that he knows ex-

ists, then he conveniently switches off his critical attitude and stops thinking. As he also 

says elsewhere, “when I’m watching a porno and masturbating it’s like - I’m horny, and 

I’m just thinking about -- those needs, I want to fulfill them.” Ólafur himself contends 

that the reason he does not think about how pornography is produced is because these 
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things “are so far away from me”. However, I contend that this sense of alienation stems 

from  a gendered privilege.

When Ólafur watches pornography, he does not feel compelled to engage critically 

with the material, because most pornography shows the male-bodied person as being in 

control, subjecting women to his will. On the other hand, there is qualitative research 

which suggests that when women watch pornography, they empathize. Qualitative re-

search on pornography consumption conducted by Parvez (2006) shows that, for women, 

thinking about the production conditions and the authenticity of the pleasure experi-

enced by female actresses impacts the degree to which pornography is enjoyed. This is 

arguably because women are socially constructed to be in an unprivileged position when 

watching most forms of immediately available pornography, because women here are 

predominantly portrayed as willing sexual objects created for men’s pleasure. As such, 

“Across the sample, empathizing with the porn actress and imagining oneself in her sce-

nario is the mechanism by which the films evoke certain emotions, desires, or memories” 

(617).

Thus, man as a social construct does not have to think about these things, and even 

when he does, his perception of himself as the embodiment of the masculine ethos and 

the wielder of sexual power entices him to simply not care. Ólafur is an example of this. 

This carelessness can perhaps be explained as a gendered version of the bystander effect, 

that is, when the likelihood of someone interfering in a situation where someone else is 

in danger or being hurt diminishes exponentially with the number of bystanders.

According to a quantitative research experiment, there is a clear link between mas-

culinity and the degree to which one is likely to be of help in a situation where others are 

at risk.  Tice & Baumeister (1985) thus classified twenty research participants on the Bem 

Sex-Role Inventory (Pedhazur & Tetenbaum, 1979) and had them participate in a simu-

lated discussion together via headphones. One member of the group pretended to have a 

choking fit and called for help. Participants classified as highly masculine were less likely 

to help the choking victim than were other participants. The authors of the study explain 

this behavior by pointing out that highly masculine individuals simply “fear potential 

embarrassment and loss of poise” (1) in given situations. However, I would claim that 

while the workings and sense of gendered privilege among men does create a certain 
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sense of camaraderie among adherents of masculine codes of behavior, the one thing that 

will consistently overshadow such male-to-male bonds is the blindness to one’s own privi-

leges growing up as a man, and the apathy to the potential suffering of others that is sure 

to follow. In other words, rather than heroism being the hallmark of masculinity, as myths 

and legends would have us believe, science instead tells a story of cowardice, which might 

also help explain why Ólafur cannot muster the courage to take a stance when he is more 

than aware of what his pornography consumption means beyond his own momentary 

sexual pleasure.

The inability or simple unwillingness to take a stance on a matter that requires you 

to examine your own privilege as a man is not a problem Bergur experiences. He can take 

a stance based on the knowledge he possesses. When I ask him about whether he has 

ever had second thoughts about his pornography use because of the conditions under 

which some pornography is produced, he says:

I like to eat beef and I know that some beef in the world are treated badly, does 
that make me not wanna eat beef? No. I still like beef. I can't go thinking about 
the poor little cows that are being slaughtered so the same goes about porn. 
Have I watched a scene with a girl that has been treated badly because she 
works in the porn industry? Probably. But that's too bad. Porn is a --- industry as 
you say. It's a commodity ... I don't want to ... take any blame or whatever ... 
when it comes to a prime element of man --- that's what I think porn usually 
depicts ... I think -  probably the most primal need of a man is to duplicate him-
self at least. You know -- the need to have sex ... I mean this sexual drive and 
porn is probably the best way of --- exploiting that - I mean - you know - it's 
something that man will always need. It's like water (laughs).

What Bergur is trying to convey to me is the idea that because some of us do not 

care much about consumer choices when it comes to, say, the meat industry, the same 

must be true of the pornography industry. Albeit that we all suffer from a degree of an-

thropocentrism, one cannot help but look on in disbelief at the way in which Bergur un-

apologetically compares women to cows. One’s thoughts turn to Andrea Dworkin’s clas-

sic text in which she traces the historical origins of the word pornography to mean “the 

graphic depiction of vile whores, or, in our language, sluts, cows ... cunts” (Dworkin, 

1981a: 200).

In this way, Bergur’s straight-forward and honest response is a reflection of how he, 

as a man, consumes pornography. He consumes it as one consumes any object in a capi-

talist age: without thought or care for how the object came into existence or whether the 

object of his desire might in fact be a living breathing subject with (in this case) her own 
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thoughts, feelings, and emotions. Unlike the women in Parvez’s (2006) study, Bergur 

shows no signs of empathy with the women he watches regularly in pornography. He has 

the knowledge he needs to make an ethical decision, but he inexcusably chooses not to 

do so. The way he uses the phrase “a prime element of man” hints at how he defines him-

self as a man against the objects of his desire. Paraphrasing philosopher Ernest Becker, 

Martin (1997) asserts that “through responding to objects, the organism “behaves itself ” 

into its world” (22) just like Bergur behaves himself into manhood with reference to the 

sexual cattle that is woman. Or in Dworkin’s (1981a) powerful appropriation:

Man ... uses objects—women, children, animals (cattle are still important—the 
myth of the cowboy), sensate beings called objects as a matter of course—to feel 
his own power and presence. The use of the word object to characterize persons 
who are not adult men is considered normative and appropriate (104).

Worth mentioning is also Bergur’s argument that he does not “want to ... take any 

blame” because pornography represents a “prime element of man” that is his “sexual 

drive”, which is as natural as drinking water. Here the evolutionary argument is cited as 

an explanation for any and all ethically questionable sexual behavior. The underlying 

statement here is that because pornography can be explained from an evolutionary point 

of view, it ipso facto makes pornography something not worth having an ethical debate 

about. But as Richard Dawkins, internationally renowned evolutionary scientist, has ex-

plained, the argument from ‘naturalness’ has no ethical value on its own whatsoever. As 

he writes in his groundbreaking (and often misunderstood) bestseller The Selfish Gene:

[H]owever much we may deplore something, it does not stop it being true. Be 
warned that if you wish, as I do, to build a society in which individuals cooper-
ate generously and unselfishly towards a common good, you can expect little 
help from biological nature. Let us try to teach generosity and altruism, because 
we are born selfish. Let us understand what our own selfish genes are up to, be-
cause we may then at least have the chance to upset their designs, something 
that no other species has ever aspired to.

Put differently, even if we cannot categorically rule out the possibility that men’s 

pornography consumption has a biological explanation, such an explanation can never 

function as an excuse for not engaging critically with pornography as a social phenome-

non. But this is exactly how Bergur uses it.
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Conclusion

Given that much quantitative research on the ‘effects’ of pornography has produced 

very inconsistent results in a time that has seen considerable emphasis put on the nega-

tive influence of pornography in society, I dare claim that new approaches to this issue 

are necessary. Therefore I set out in this project to analyze men’s experiences with por-

nography from a knowledge-based perspective. Using a model of explicit and implicit re-

lations of knowledge as well as counterknowledges, I have mapped out a theoretical 

framework for interpreting men’s experiences with pornography. This was done qualita-

tively through in-depth interviews with eleven men living in Iceland.

By means of this approach I firstly argued that early experiences with pornography 

created knowledge that laid a foundation of implicit knowledge about sexuality and mas-

culinity in relation to pornography consumption. These experiences often took place in 

homosocial settings where acts of in-group humiliation and a highly ritualized symbolic 

patrilineal inheritance of pornographic material from boys to young men rendered por-

nography a signifier of male bonding and thus normalized pornography consumption as 

an essential part of the male sexual experience.

It was suggested that this early normalization of pornography in childhood and ado-

lescence might help to explain why some of my participants seemed to make little dis-

tinction between pornography and real-life sex. Participants were explicitly aware that 

they accepted information taken directly from mainstream pornography and applied it to 

real life. It was theorized that in the absence of explicit counterknowledge like sexual 

education or feminism, knowledge from the pornographic might more readily be ac-

cepted at face-value.
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However, another theory that emerged was that a pornography consumer’s lack of 

counterknowledge to the pornographic might also be partly politically motivated. Some 

participants rejected counterknowledges to the pornographic on the grounds that  por-

nography was merely an expression of sexual liberation. Here the term sexular liberalism 

was termed and explained using my participants’ statements  and opinions as examples. 

Several participants espoused views on pornography in relation to history, sex, equality, 

and feminism that might aptly be described as sexular liberalist.

There were also instances, however, in which participants were perfectly capable of 

formulating a critique of pornography. However, critical attitudes were in one way or the 

other almost always bound up with a given participant’s implicit sense of gendered privi-

lege. As such, participants would express an explicit knowledge that contained many 

critical reflections, but this was always parallel to an implicit knowledge about their un-

stated ‘right’ to consume pornography. Still other participants were clearly in possession 

of the counterknowledge that would allow them to formulate a critique, but they simply 

chose not to because they felt that any social harms related to the production of pornog-

raphy were just not their problem. Consequently I suggested that the privilege of the 

male pornography consumer may take on the form of a kind of bystander effect in which 

the probability of the individual man taking responsibility for his choices in relation to 

pornography is inversely related to his implicit knowledge that ‘all other men do it too’.

In conclusion, based on my data, I contend that implicit knowledge about mascu-

linity vis-à-vis pornography consumption formed in homosocial settings during childhood 

and adolescence, coupled with a lack of counterknowledge, may be a reason why some 

men come to experience knowledge about the pornographic as explicit knowledge about 

real-life sexual interaction. The lack of counterknowledge may also be politically moti-

vated by sexular liberalist politics, and the formulations of counterknowledges on behalf 

of consumers may in turn be bound up with gendered privileges into which consumers 

were socialized early in life.
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